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!r,r:n.ODL'CTION 

In ti12 err;;"rging inforrnntion society more and mom peortc: - in priv:Jle !if(> and ;:,t 
\':ork - dcpc·:1d on modr:rn communications. To be :1lJI"' to ccmmunic:c~h) and 
in:cr~ct 'Nfi(?tlH")r by telephone, fax, c-:-w•.i! cr f~lsctronk; mcdiB iG n ctudsl ~nd 
decisiv8 ::1ctar for evr::ry citizen anc! t;u~iness. The po!icy of the Euror'eGn 
Commission towards the information so:::iG~Y hns from the be9innin9 taken intr1 
account ttw need to avoid n "twCJ·ticr-socicty", divided bet ::ccn thos<o; who il[iVi.' 

c:cce:.:.:.; to the new possibilities and arc cornfortnble using them <md tl1ose who arc 
excluded from fully enjoying their benefits. 

Universal service is a dynamic and evolving concept. It is one of tr1e esscntia: 
elements of this information society and the priority attat:hed to it must be 
considered in the context of the Community's policy of fully op-?ning 
teiecommunications markets to competition from 1 Janu:-1ry 19981• 

The telecommunications sector is an area of startling innovation and mpid 
technological evolution. It is critical for tlw overall competitiveness of EtJropc':-, 
economy. 1998 is a central gatcwny tc the information society as effectiv'~ 

competition ensures that both business and residential users have the bene!its in 
terms of choice, quality and the best possible prices. Within this frnmework, H1,_~-" 

current concept of universal service, found in the Voice Telephony Oirective1
, 

corresponds to tt1e obligation to provide access to the public tclc~phone 

network and to deliver nn affordable telephone service to all users 
rcnsonabli' requesting it. This concept is improving the level of serJice 
currently found in the Community and operates as a gumantec that these 
advantages arc widely spread and ttwt the interests of consumers are actively 
promoted. 

In the light of the political agreements of 1993 and 1994 resulting from the 
Commission's 1992 Telecommunications Review1 in favour of the full libcralisation 
in the sectqr, the Council4 , the European Parliamen/. the Economic and Social 
CommitteeG and the Committee of the Regions have all recognised that 
liberalisation goes hnnd in hand with parallel action to create a regulatory. 
framework which secures the delivery of universal service. 

The European Parliament emphasised: "the centro/ importance of universal 
se!Vice principles, in order to ensure the complementarity between economic and 
social goals ... and the balance between liberolisation and the need to maintain 
basic, affordable se!Vices for all consumers", whilst Council identified universal 
service as permitting "access to a defined minimum se!Vice of specified quality to 
all users everywhere and, in the light of specific national conditions, at an 
affordable pn·ce". 

To respond to these positions, the regulatory framework for universal service at a 
Community level which has been put in place identifies the scope of such service; 
addresses the notion of affordability and is in the process of establishing rules for 
financing that service in a liberalised environment. 

It is against this bdckground that the Commissio:~ has prepared this 
Communication. It has done so in the light of the results of a survey of the level 
and quality of service found in the Member States and of a public consultation on 
universal service issues during Autumn 19958. (The detailed results are set out in 
the annexes two to four of the Communication). The aims of the Communication 
are threefold: 
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II 

Firstly, to describe the current concept of universal service in 
telecommunications, both in terms of the regulatory framework and in terms of 
the current level of universal service provision in the Member States; 

Secondly, to address practical issues and propose solutions and action for the 
future development of universal service; and 

Thirdly, to place universal service for telecommunications in the broader 
context of the information society. 

THE CURRENT CONCEPT OF UNIVERSAL 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS IN THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITY 

SERVICE 

The need for a concept of universal service at a European level 

IN 

In the past there was no harmonisation at a European level of universal service in 
the telecommunications sector. Priorities were set at a national level and in the 
absence of competitive forces in most Member States this produced mixed results; 
positive developments such as full network digitalisation in France or the very high 
levels of service penetration in Scandinavian Member States, but also worrying 
failures in certain countries in terms of poor service, long waiting lists to get a 
phone or long delays in repairing faults'). 

Were such a pattern of very different levels of development, which characterised 
the monopoly environment, to continue unchecked, it would substantia!!y 
undermine the goal of strengthening economic and social cohesion set out in the 
Treaty. The same concern to achieve balanced development within the different 
parts of the Community must also apply in a liberalised environment. 

In addition, the existence of a certain minimum set of services is essential for the 
development of the internal market. Different levels of service obligations in the 
Member States would hamper the take-off of Europe-wide telecommunication 
services. 

The absence of coherent national approaches to universal service could also 
create new barriers to effective competition. 

A further political impetus has been given with the entry into force of the 
Maastricht Treaty introducing ttle obligation to maintain a high standard of 
consumer protection within the Community's policies 10

. In this regard, the 
competitive forces which libor ;-tlis~ltion willunlc<:Jsll will be major factor in improving 
consumer choice <:Jnd service quality. 

What is tlw univNsaf service obligation being put in place in the European 
Community today? 

With the adoption by the European Parliament and the Council of the Voice 
Telephony Directive in December 1995 the Community has now for the first time 
identified the common scope of universal service obligations in the EC. In doing 
this it !las chosen to create obligations which will guarantee a defined level of 
service in a liberalised environment and which will improve the current level of 
service in many parts of the Community. 

This detailed description of universal service found in the Voice Telephony 
Directive is completed by the package of measures, (which address the practical 



;;~rr~.-- ·~1~:1 ;•::r.~:; for u~~ivers,.;_' service), '/j]1ici·l h~\:·:- b~;crl i_t.:"~k:~ ar. r'art or the 
., .. ,.f,'"r. -,'i•lq., for -c• ··~·•,n:·-·li.SPd c·nviron11~ ····1t' 1 
r· •·· ::;J ........ • ••• - ... •• '-• " _. - j. • I 1 • 

n·;c· i:'l~:! ;:;! ·;• .:;nt in t ·D currt.:i~l ccnr:c:pl wi!: be ;')ro,·idP;i l •y y.~idt.+nes \vhi:!l thr: 
Corr:· ·.:;sion v:i!l u3c i:~ ns~ .. ~;si~·,g th<J w~:·1 ~·;1crnb:~r ~.:t:ltf•<: propr;;;2 (,·, 1111~1nc~ 

univer:.:cl sr>;v1ce. These- will t)c; publisl,nn in S::::;t•:-mbl"r ~?~iS 

Ttle definiticn of w;iv2r.:2l scr:i:e wlli·:·h err:?r~;~s frni'T: the fra:r;~v~o~;; outlined 
<.~bO'lC; !.ets lh8 rn::~ximum scope of S9rvic:::~~ \'ihich ca:, bo includr.d in .-my 
cr..:lcui.Jtion of the- cost of ihe univers~l service. Only tll~:.o co:sts mny bo sh<w~c' 
<HnGngst ottv:r marf·ct plnyers. 

At the s::HIIiJ time, i~;iember States in lina v;itil su~sid:<:!rit~, mrr.c:in free to sot 
:JdditicnCii t(!lccommunications-rclJted obligc:tions to provide particulnr 
ter::hnolcgies cr facilities (such as digital mobile networ!\s or ISDN ser/ices) und/or 
to set service and coverage targets <lt n nation<JI level, providing thesE: ZJre 
proportional, non-discriminatory, imposed in ::J tmnsparent manner ::Jnd consistent 
witt1 the competition rules. Any mJditional financial burden CJssor.iated with 
meeting suctl obligations must not funded out the mcchanisrn estc:lblishcd fo~ 

funding universal service .. 

<1. Scope 

The obliDations set out in H1e Voice Telephony Directive comprise the 
provision of voice telephony service via a fixed connection which will al!':o 
nil ow a fax ar:d a modem to operate 12, ns well as the provision of operator 
assistance, emergency and directory enquiry services (including the 
provision. of subscriber directories) and the provision of public payphcnes. 

Users should also have c:Jccess to published information about the cost and 
prices of services, about their quality and whether targets for quality arc 
being rnet13 . 

By including network access within the scope of universal service, users are 
given the possibility of accessing not only the defined voice telephony 
service but ill! services that can be provided over today's 
telecommunications networks (i.e. every citizen will be able to access inter
active and on-line information services including the Internet, provided they 
have a computer and n subscription with an Internet service provider14). 
Nevertheless, the quality and speed of the connection will influence the ease 
with which these services can be used. 

This scope meets the concerns of the European Parliament that users should 
have an efficient, reliable and affordable service, with cfefined (and monitored) 
levels of service in respect of the time taken to get .n telephone connection 
installed; the quality of transmission and reception of calls and the time taken 
to repair faults. The Directive in promoting new services also meets the 
Parliament's call for highly specific service elements, such as the availability of 
itemised billing, callrng line identification, touch-tone dialling and number 
portability 15. 

b. Affordability 

Whilst a political consensus has emerged on affordability as a key element in 
any concept of universal service, this is not yet an explicit requirement of the 
Voice Telephony Directive. Affordability is a mat~~~r to be determined at a 
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national level because it is so closely linked to specific national circumstances 
and national policy objectives (such as regional development policy). 

The current concept of universal service simply allows national regulatory 
authorities to impose controls on pricing linked to universal service and 
regional development policies. Such an approach is consistent with the 
principle of subsidiarity. In contrast to areas such as technical performance or 
quality of service, where objective standards may be defined, it does not 
appear appropriate to est<:Jblish a maximum or minimum level for affordability 
(implying price regulation at a European level) which should apply to all 
Member States. 

Nevertheless, affordability is crucial to the extension of 
telecommunications service to every citizen and progress made in Member 
States will be closely monitored (see Section Ill below). 

c. Financing of universal service 

The shift from a monopoly environment to competition means that rules are 
needed to determine the extent to which any financial burden associated with 
providing universal service is shared out <:Jmongst market players. Common 
rules across the Community are also needed to calculate how much providing 
universal service costs. 

The measures identifying the scope of universal service is therefore 
accompanied by principles for its costing and funding through the proposed 
frameworlz for interconncclion 1'·, as well as a mechanism allowing the 
Commission to verify whether national schemes for universal service arc in 
line with the Community framework 17

. 

This fmmework envisages payments being made either (i) into an 
independent universal service fund at a national level which would make 
payments to opemtors providing universal service or (ii) directly to operators 
providing universal service as an additional payment to the commercial 
charges for interconnectinq with their network. 

Tt1ese rules will be complemented later this year by the guidelines on costing 
and funding identified above. 

The regulatory certainty which the current framework is establishing tws been 
essential to allow Member States to prepare their nation<:JI regulatory environment 
in time for the 1998 deadline. Where this Communication refers to the Community 
framework it is therefore referring to this whole package of measures preparing 
the environment for fullliberalisation, unless otherwise specified. 

Tlw improvement of service levels between 1990 and 1995 

The level and range of telecommunications services offered in the European 
Union has improved over the last five years (See Tnbles in Annex 2). Users arc 
seeing this in very practical ways. Choice is no longer limited to the colour of the 
telephone set. Waiting lists for a telephone line have been substanti<:JIIy reduced 
in almost every Member State. Faults occur less frequently and are repaired more 
quickly. In m<:Jny countries customers are compensated if appointments are 
missed or the line is out of action for too long. 

In Denmark, France, The Nctherlc:lnds, Finland, Sweden and the UK more ttwn 9 
out of every ten homes have a telephone (see Table A 1 in Annex 2), whilst in 
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Germany the figure in very close to nine out of ten, even taking account of 
reunification. Improvements have also be seen in some of the less favoured 
regions of the Union, for example, the national phone network in Ireland onrl 
Portugal have been substantially extended with the percentage of homes with a 
telephone growing from 66% and 47% respectively in 1990 to 80 and 75%, today. 
partly reflecting the investment provided through the Community's Special 
Telecommunications Action for Regional development (STAR) programme. 

ln relation to the prices of telecommunications services, the geneml trend since 
1990 has been for fixed elements, (connection charges and rentals) to incre<~sc, 
as well as increases in peak rate local calling. At the same time, important 
reductions have been seen in international and long-distance prices and many 
Member States have extended the availability of cheap rate local calling to 
compensate for the increases in peak rate charges. From the questionnaire 
completed by the Member States, seven out of eight Member States who were 
able to provide an average figure for price changes showed that overall prices had 
decreased in real terms by between 5 and 43%. 

User demands are becoming much more sophisticated. A rapidly increasing 
proportion of citizens me using a mobile telephone. In Scandinovian Member 
StCJtes the figure is close to one in four. At home the telephone line is no longer 
just connected to a telephone or CJn answering machine, it may be shared with a 
fax or a modem. There are Cl wide range of freephone and value-added services 
avCJiiClble and even in the basic telephony service many users are offered new 
advanced telephone fCJcilities, suct1 ClS the possibility of forwarding their calls to 
another telephone number or being informed that there is another CClll on the line. 

Whilst the overall trend is one of improvements in the level and quality of service, 
continued pressure through competitive forces and through regulation is required 
to ensure that this process continues and accelerates as competition takes hold. 

What are tlw reasons for this steady improvement in telephone services? 

Improvements in quality and choice me a direct response to the falling costs and 
greater reliability of new services and equipment. Competition too in terminals, 
vLJiue-added service and mobile communications have stimuiClted innovation, 
lower prices and better customer service. The separation of the operator and the 
regulator of telecommunications services, a requirement of Community law since 
1990, has led to more effective regulation as the State has sought to impose clear 
targets, often in the form of licence conditions or negotiated contracts, with its 
incumbent operator. 

Ill ISSUES FOR THE EVOLUTION OF UNIVERSAL SERVICE IN THE SHORT 
TERM 

It is clear from the public consultation that a range of conc(~rns remain about both 
the current level of service and the impact of a liberalised environment. 

Concerns remain despite the overall improvements in service. 

Why does the Community <1! present not take Cl broader definition of universal 
service? 

How will the affordnbility of universal service be maintained in a liberalisecl 
environment? 
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What will happen to uniform national prices in 8 fully liberalised environment? 

How can universal service be improved in the less fnvoured and less 
populated regions and areas of the Community? 

Is adequate service provided to users with disabilities or special needs? 

- Are quality of service standards being effectively monitored and enforced in 
the Member States and what will be the European Community's role in setting 
those standards? 

How can users compare service levels, prices and even affordability in 
different Member States more effectively and how can users have a stronger 
role in setting quality of service standards and the level of affordability? 

t-tlhy does the Community at present not take a broader definition of 
universal service? 

Defining the scope of the universal service obligation represents a delicJte 
balance. Too nmrow an vision of universal service and citizens may be kept out 
of full participation in society. Too broad a vision and the competitive forces which 
are the principal driver of better services, lower prices and greater innovation will 
be held bsck as new players in the market will be deterred from entering the 
market. It is in striking that balance that the interests of every citizen can be best 
secured. 

The universal service obligCJtion does not include at this stage CJ requirement to 
provide leased lines 1o or ISDN 1". These are services whose provision on the bCJsis 
of cost-oriented tmiffs is, however, alreCJdy either required or recommended 
throughout the European Union. Any broad extension of universal service 
obligations is felt to be premature at this stage, particularly because : 

it could end up making users and households pay for services they neither 
need nor use; 

the costs involved (where these have to be shared with the other players in the 
market, e.g. through a univers<JI service fund) might actually deter market entry 
by those companies, delaying the arrival of the benefits which competition will 
offer to all users; and 

it risks providing or even subsidising services which users may be able to pay 
for on a normal commercial basis. 

The provision of an affordable voice telephony service will already mean that 
households and businesses in any part of the Community can talk to each other, 
send faxes and electronic mail, hook up computers to "surf" tile Internet and other 
on-line services. This is the same telephone line over which services such as 
telephone banking, tole-shopping and on-line information services me already 
being consulted and down wl1ich even video-on-demand services could be sent. 

At the same time, the current failure in some parts of the Community (as shown by 
the results of the survey of Member States) to guarantee even this basic level of 
service would, if not corrected by a regulatory frameworl\ allowing new investment 
to proceed and ;1 strong and active n3tional regulatory authority, have risked 
increasing region<Jl clisporities and the creation of the two tier society identified 
above. A first priority must therefore be the delivery of genuine universal 
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tervicc throughout the Community, and, in particular, throughout the Community's 
le!s favoured regions. 

All the same there is broad recognition that univers<ll service i!i <l d~rnamic ;;md 
evolving concept and must respond to changes in th~ needs :md 
exp!:ctations of Europe's citizens. This implies that the !;Cope of univcr5al 
service must be reviewed as a basis for more concrete policy action, where 
appropriate. Nevertheless those subject to universal service obligation:.; require a 
degree of certainty against which investment decisions can be made. The speed 
of evolution of the concept tlas therefore to be balanced against the need fer 
predictability for investment decisions. 

The Commission will therefore report by 1 January 1998 and, at regular interJa!s 
thereafter, on the scope, quality, level and affordability of the universal service in 
the European Community and consider the need, in the light of the prevailing 
circumstances for adnptation of the scope of universal service at a European 
level, bearing in mind the need to ensure a predictable regulatory environment. 

The main issues to be addressed in that Report as well as the criteria for this 
evolution are returned to in Section IV below. 

How will the affordability of universal service be maintained in a /ibcra/iscd 
environment? 

Whilst costs have fallen dramatically for operators, these have not often been 
passed on in the form of lower prices for users. Price levels vary considerably 
between Member States (See Table A 7 in Annex 2 for a comparison of 1995 price 
levels in ECU). Now, as competition approaches, operators are attempting to 
adjust their prices. This reflects both existing requirements of th~ Community 
framework for prices in a monopoly environment to be cost-oriented20, <md the 
thro<Jt of competitors charging lower prices for the most profitable services (i.e. 
business, long-distance and international communications). 

This process of tariff rebalancing, resulting from tho political decisions in f;1vour of 
the liberalisation of the sector, means that for some users, pmticularly in the s~1ort
tcrm before real competition bites, telephone bills could rise21. This process 
remCJins a fundemental element of the preparation for a fully libcr<:l!ised 
environment22. At the same time, it is essential to ensure that further 
progressive and necessary rebalancing docs not ndversely affect users, 
pmticularly residential consumers v;ho make few long-distance and international 
calls <md so c<lnnot benc~fit from the lower rates in those areas This fundamental 
concern was well reflected in the public consultation which raised H1e fact that the 
current framework, whil~,t promoting affordability, docs not yet imposP. 
m:plicit oblig:1tions for services to be provided at an nffordable price. 

In ti1C short term it is very important to protect the most vulnemble groups nf 
users, and residenti31 users in gcneml, from the effects of the rebal:.mcinD 
proc,Jss. Member Stoles sh()Uid ensure th2t Nntionrll Regul8tors ado;:>t, v;lwn; 
neccss~.1ry, speciol t~lriff packaqos:<~. price Crlps24 "nd other mcchr:lr;ic;rn·.:; in nrdnr 
to moduale U1e effc:c~s of \he: rctJalansing prcc<:"S en comH':ction c!l.JII]<::s, 
rnonthl~/ k"lltc:l ~~~d t:Hiff:~. This i~. p.:-JrticulcHiy irnport,Jnt in the:: ru11 up tD '" 
lib812ii~;:;d CilVironm~:nl (lf1rl ro~ u:::ors in tlw Community's lcs~; f~l\'OIYr!(l :;;-,r] ir:s~. 

poputntcci r~.~~Jion:;. Such targct2d and ~;peciai tariff schc:rnns ;:;rc ::tlr~;clri;.' in r;!~:.:-:·; 

to v:1ryir:q dc:CJ.·cr:c in ::11! rv1·::rnbc·r St;;tos c:md me listr:d in T<ibk; ,\ 10 of i\nncl -:: .. 
Potentd bur;Jc:ns c.;~;soci;::;tt.:d witt1 their provision rnc~y tJc financc~cl out o1 IlL· 
funding rrvxhc•nisrn for univers.JI serv1co. 



As mentioned above, the Monitoring Report before 1 January 1998 will also 
assess developments in the pricing of different telecommunications services and 
consider the need for further action at a Community level to ensure affordable 
access for every citizen. 

Even so, the issue is affqrdal2.iilly rather than stopping any adjustment of pricing 
structures. The affordability of the overall service for all users, and, especially for 
particularly vulnerable groups, such as the disabled, or those on low incomes must 
be maintained. Assessment of affordability is principally an issue to be decided at 
a national level by the appropriate national regulatory authority within the 
framework provided by Community legislation, taking account of the specific 
national situation and the views of user and consumer organisations. Consumer 
organisations have also suggested the need for comparison at a European level 
of the relative affordability of services. 

Affordability is not only a matter of overall price, for many users it is also a 
question of managing weekly and monthly expenditure and being able to 
predict what the telephone will cost. 

As soon as competition is effectively established a much wider range of payment 
packages are likely to be offered, for example, spreading the installation charge 
over a series of quarterly payments or paying a higher monthly rente1l, but with free 
or cheaper local or national calling. Such flexibility would allow users, particularly 
those on low incomes, much better predictability over what the telephone would 
cost them each month. 

At the same time, many users also want more information from their bills about 
what they spend. 

Finally, users also want greater control over what they spend, for example, the 
possibility of barring calls to particular numbers, such as "premium" rate services 
or international calls. 

What will happen to uniform national prices in a fully /iberalised 
environment? 

In a fully liberalised environment the way services are packaged and priced is 
likely to be much more innovative, offering real choice and potential savings to 
most users. At the same time, as highlighted above, a fundamental" 
responsibility for national regulatory authorities will be to ensure that 
universal service is affordable for all groups of users, whether as a response 
to competition or as a result of regulatory intervention. 

This involves'an assessment by tt1e regulator of what in light of specific national 
circumstances can be considered as a "reasonable" price for users in particular 
regions. 

Member States currently require at least the incumbent operator to provide <1 

standard nation-wide package of prices (effectively, a set of geographically 
averaged tariffs) for most, if not all telecommunications services (including basic 
voice telephony services). The result is that the same tariff bands are offered 
throughout the country, even if the cost of providing a connection and services in 
one region may be higher than in another. In the past this helped to ensure that 
services remained affordable for citizens in every part of a country. 

In a monopoly environment such geographic price averaging does not 
automatically mean that operators are making a loss in providing every service in 
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those high cost areas, because in the absence of competition they can charge 
prices for services which are not part of universal service, such as leased lines, 
which ensure a profit even in high cost areas .. 

In a libcraliscd environment, any approach to uniform pricing must guarantee 
and improve affordability. However, the situation is altogether more complex 
than before. 

As competition establishes itself, particularly in cities and other areas which can 
be served relatively cheaply, new players may concentrate on customers there 
and offer lower prices than the incumbent. 

Strictly maintaining uniform national prices would (i) if prices were maintained at 
current levels, risk the incumbent operator losing substantial parts of its market 
share in the cities and low cost regions; (ii) if prices were lowered nationally to 
meet lower prices offered by competitors in certain areas, raise the amount of 
funding required from other market players to cover the gap left by the poten~ially 
lower revenues in high cost areas from which universal service had be funded 5. 

Competitive pressures are likely to encourage over time a progressive move away 
from strict geographic averaging towards considerably more flexible tariff 
structures, This is likely to mean that different tariffs are offered for the same 
services in different areas within a Member State. 

Greater flexibility must be conditional upon the regulatory framework (i) 
including adequate measures to ensure affordability (such as those outlined 
above); (ii) ensuring that price increases for users in remote and rural areas, 
other than adjustments to achieve cost-orientation, arc not used to 
compensate operators for losses in revenue resulting from price decreases 
elsewhere and (iii) ensuring that any differences in pricing between high cost 
areas and low cost areas do not endanger the affordability of universal service. 

How can universal service be improved in the less favoured and less 
populated regions and areas of the Community? 

Whilst the current regulatory framework, (and in particular, the obligations in 
respect of the voice telephony service, interconnection and the minimum set of 
leased lines), has been designed to guarantee the provision of universal service 
throughout the Community, the Commission and Member States remain aware of 
the particular pressures faced in the less favoured and less populated regions26 

The issues of scope and affordability of universal service, and of 
telecommunications services in general, are of critical importance to the 
Community's less favoured regions. This reflects the traditionally lower level of 
development, demand and incomes in such regions and the sometimes higher 
costs of installing, operating and maintaining facilities due to the location or 
climate. 

These concerns, highlighted by a number of operators, regulators and user 
associations located in these regions, become all the more critical in the context of 
the information society. The Commission will continue to worl< to ensure that 
a combination of liberalisation and new technologies reduces rather than 
widens existing regional differences within the European Community. 

Given that full libemlisation has not yet touched many of the Community's less 
favoured regions, it is difficult to assess its real impact and the positive effects 
which may be brought in terms of improvements in service quality, choice and 
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prices, as well <JS increasing privJte investment. Additionally, the costs of 
providing service in remote and rural areas are continuing to fall as a result of new 
technologies (such as mobile or wireless solutions) and may fall further, where 
telephony services can be offered in combination with other new services 
(including audio-visual services and information services). 

Experience in liberalised markets, such as the United Kingdom, Finland and 
Sweden, or in the rapid growth of digital mobile communications under o duopoly 
environment are however, encouraging, though some caution must be exercised 
in directly extending the experience of more developed countries in the 
Community with relatively higher standards of living to other regions in the 
Community, particularly given the higher relative current costs associated within 
providing universal service in less favoured regions27 . 

On the other hand, there are important concerns about the more marked impact of 
price changes on both residential and business users in these regions and the 
speed with which they will enjoy benefits associated with competition compared 
with developed areas within the EC. Additionally, the process of liberalisation in 
releasing private investment may favour investment in services and infrastructure 
in areas of high demand and relatively low cost. 

The Commission must be vigilant against the danger that the different speeds at 
which territories of the Community equip themselves with the infrastructures, 
services and skills needed for the emerging information society may contribute to 
sustaining a "time gap" and to further widening of social and economic disparities. 
These issues must obviously be taken into account within the Community's 
cohesion policy. 

In relation to the twin concerns of encouraging network investment and the 
provision of services throughout each Member State and avoiding a significant 
time gap in development in different Member States, priority must continue to be 
attached at a national and Community level to the development and 
extension of existing networks. 

In addition to the framework provided· by universal service, the Community 
Structural Funds, as well as other initiatives at Community and national level, will 
continue to contribute as a complement to private financing - to the task of 
upgrading and developing the telecommunications infrastructure in less favoured 
regions within the Community, as has been successfully achieved in many parts of 
Ireland. 

In particular, the completion of the programmes of networl< digitalisation, 
especially in Greece, Portugal, Spain and Southern Italy, should be an important 
priority. Account is also taken of the need for relevant training initiatives and for 
pilot projects aimed at stimulating awareness and demand. 

For all these reasons, there is a particular need for close monitoring of 
developments in these regions in order to take appropriate action to strengthen 
economic and social cohesion. Detailed aspects of this monitoring, particularly 
with regard to the evolution of prices and the collection of data allowing a 
comparison of the relative affordability of services arc set out below. 

In the light of such monitoring, the Commission will determine periodically whether 
the definition and scope of universal service has to be revised, or new or existing 
mechanisms (for example, regional development policies) used to take account of 
specific effects of liberalisation in these regions. 
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Is adequate service provided to users with disabilities or special needs? 

Certain groups of customers have special needs, which universal service today 
either does not always meet, or does not do so at an affordable price. This 
concern has been highlighted by the European Parliament. Telecommunications 
offers such users a real lifeline with the rest of their community and the concept of 
universal service should ensure that such users benefit from an equivalent level 
of service at an affordable price to that offered to users without disabilities, 
taking into account the state of network development and market demand. 
Examples cited in the consultation included both the provision of services in the 
home (such as video- or textphones for the deaf) and in public places. It could 
also include, where necessary, the provision of special services (such as relay 
services allowing textphone users to communicate with users without textphones), 
or specially adapted equipment. 

A second element in extending the current coverage of service to specific users 
might include the offer of special and innovative services (such as voice mail 
boxes in the public network) for users who cannot easily receive calls because 
they do not have access to their own telephone. Those benefiting from such a 
service, which is being trialed in a number of Member States, might include groups 
such as the homeless, thereby recognising the role of telecommunications in 
fighting social exclusion. 

It would be a matter of national social policy, rather than universal service funding 
mechanisms as to whether specific financial support was made available to 
ensure the affordability of such services for particular groups of users. 

Are quality of service standards being effectively monitored and enforced in 
the Member States and wlwt will be the European Community's role in 
setting those standards? 

The Voice Telephony Directive already requires Member States to set quality of 
service indicators for a range of different things, such as how long it takes to get a 
telephone, how long it takes a call to connect and what proportion of public 
payphones are in working order. This simply builds on current practice in most 
Member States. Results must be published of the performance of the operators 
required to meet these targets. 

Whilst this provides greater transparency, it will only be fully effective if supported 
by active monitoring, and where appropriate, enforcement of such standards (with 
an appropriate range of sanctions up to the possible withdrawal of licences, where 
there is a consistent failure to meet service targets) by the telecommunications 
regulator in the Member State. Furt11ermore, there should be clear and straight
forward procedures allowing users to initiate complaints against the operator. 

Looking beyond the current framework, it is important that the different levels of 
service quality, as well as differing targets set at a national level, do not create 
barriers to the development of the internal market and distort competition within 
the Community. Equally, it is essential that in setting service levels Member 
States maintain a high standard of consumer protection. 

In this context and subject to the principle of subsidiarity, m1n1mum quality of 
service targets should be defined at a European Community level as a reference 
within which detailed national targets (taking account of the specific situation of 
each Member State) would be set. 
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f-Jo\tl can users compare service levels, prices and even affordability in 
difieront Member States more effectively and how can users have n stronger 
role in setting quality of service st<Jndards and the level of affordability? 

It is clear that despite overall improvements, there remains considerable variation 
in the quality and level of service in the Member States and in the degree to which 
sanctions exist and are used , where targets are not met by operators. This 
concern is compounded by the difficulties faced by some national regulatory 
authorities in obtaining basic indicators of universal service, such as the number of 
households with a telephone, and by the lack of comparability of certain of data 
between Member States. 

The obligations in the Voice Telephony Directive should help by imposing 
obligations to set and publish quality of service indicators at a national level. 
However, users seek more than this and the varying levels of service in the 
Member States impacts the provision of pan-European networks and services. 

More generally consumer involvement at both a national and European level in the 
setting of quality of service targets, and more generally, in decisions as to the 
future evolution of universal service, should be strengthened. 

MONITORING THE EVOLUTION OF PRICES AND THE RELATIVE AFFORDABILITY OF 

TELECOM.",fUNICAT/ONS SERVICES IN THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITY AND ADAPTING 

EUROPE'S TELECOMMUNICII T/ONS FRIIMEWORI\ IN THE SHORT TERM IN RESPONSE 
TO THE CONCERNS OUTLINED IlBOV£ 

I. MONITORINC; THE EVOl UliON Or' rRICES AND RELATIVE AFFFORDABILITY OF 
SERVICES 

In line with the ovemll proposal to review by 1 January 1998 the scope, level, 
quality and affordability of universal service in the Community, the 
Commission intends, in close co-oper3tion with the Member States and 
building on on-going work CJt a nationCJI level, to : 

>/ define a "basket of services" in order to provide comparable information 
about the relative affordability of services within the Community and 
between different regions within the Member States; 

>/ identify the structure of spending on universal service in the Community 
(i.e. what proportion (CJt both a national CJnd regional level) of average 
residentiCJI and business bills reiCJte to rentCJI; local, long-distance CJnd 
international calls; CJnd cCJIIs to vCJiue-added ("premium-rate" services), and 

..J identify where the mnjor costs of universal service are incurred (i.e. within 
urban or rural are8s; on t8rgeting subsidies to specific groups of customers or 
to particular high cost meas), within the Member States. 

The results collected will allow the Community and Member States to better 
target support and identify best practice. 

II ADAPTATION OF THE EUROPEAN TELECOMMUNICATIONS FRAMEWORK IN THE 
SHORT TERM 

The Commission intends to CJddress the following issues, in particular through an 
amendment to the Voice Telephony Directive28: These steps will: 
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-.J Develop further the definition of universal service to provide a clear oblig8tion 
for Member States to ensure its affordable provision29; to ensure that an 
equivalent level of service is offered to users with disabilities at an affordable 
price; to provide users with more information about and more control over 
what they are spending30; and to ensure users can access and use inter
active services (such as tele-banking or automated switchboards)31 

-.J Require Member States to remove restrictions which currently limit the offer of 
targeted or flexible tariff schemes; and to ensure that they take appropriate 
measures (e.g. targeted tariff schemes and price caps) necessary to 
maintain the affordability of services for all users, as well as for particular!~· 
vulnerable groups, such as the elderly, those with disabilities, those who do 
not use the telephone very much or those on low incomes. These measures 
are particularly important in the run up to fullliberalisation. 

-.J Taking account of the obligation progressively to adjust tariffs towards costs, 
require Member States to ensure: 

- that price increases in remote and rural areas are not used to compensate 
losses in revenue resulting from price decreases elsewhere; and 

- that differences between prices in high cost areas and low cost areas do 
not endanger the affordability of universal service. 

-.J Ensure more information on the scope, level, affordability and quality of 
service in tile EC is collected 1~. This is essential if universal service is to be 
kept under effective review and appropriate targets are to be set for service 
quality within the existing Community framework. 

-.J Define minimum quality of service targets at a European level as a b3sis uron 
wt1ich det<Jiled n3tion31 l(lrgets (taking account of tt1e specific situation of 
those countries) would be set. 

Furthermore the Commission will 

-.J Encourage Member State and Community action to allow all users to have 
improved access to computer networks, such as the Internet'\ (in terms of 
faster network access speeds). 

-.J Report by 1 January 1998 and, at regular intervals thereafter, on the quZJiity, 
level and scope of the universal service in the European Community. This 
Monitoring Report will look in particular at developments in relation to 
residential users and in the less favoured regions, including the progress 
made in rebe1lancing tmiffs, . (Other issues to be addressed in that Report are 
set out in Section IV below). As mentioned above, the report will consider the 
need, in the light of the prevailing circumstances for adapt<ltion of the scope of 
universal service at <.l European level, bearing in mind the need for predictabity 
for investment decisions. 
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-J Promote the greater involvement of consumer representatives in the decisions 
on tho current ;::md future scope of universal service (and in particular, in 
relation to estc:tblishing <:md monitoring of tho quality of service and the 
affordability of service). This will rely on the adequate availability of 
information on the scope, level, quality and affordability of universal in the EC 
in order to ensure greater tmnsparancy and effective involvement of 
residential users. Consideration will be given to a possible monitoring 
committee at a European level to represent consumer interests. 

A Timetable reflecting these measures is set out in Annex 1. 

IV THE EVOLUTION OF UNIVERSAL SERVICE FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
AND ACCESS TO ADVANCED SERVICES IN THE CONTEXT OF THE 
INFORMATION SOCIETY 

Universal service is recognised as <m essential element of the global information 
society. Tt1is was acknowledged at tho special G7 Summit on the information 
society in Brussels in February 1995. The participating ministers identified 
"ensun"ng universal provision of and access to services" as one of the eight core 
principles behind the realisation of their common vision of the information society. 

Tho Community is supporting through tt1e regulatory framework the delivery and 
development of universal service, whilst at the same it is looking beyond the 
current concept of universal service for telecommunications to promote actively, 
tllrough a diverse mnge of initiatives the use of advanced telecommunications 
services . in fields, such .1s education and healthcare, in the context of tho 
information society, (for example, tt1rough pilot and stimulation projects, 
nv;arenoss building <:~nd development of public-private partnershirs). 

Tile recent reform of telecommunications in the United States c:tlso looks beyond 
the current concept of univcrs<:~l service for telecommunicc:ttions, which in their 
legisl<:~tion consists, for example, in promoting widespread access to quality 
services c:tt reasonable rates and ensuring tt1at rural and t1igh cost areas have 
<:~ccess to tclecommunic3tions CJnd information services at prices re<Jsonably 
comparable with tt1ose offered in urban meas 3·1. 

The US telecommunications legislation, however, looks beyond their be1sic 
definition of universal service to tackle within a regulatory fmmework the same 
priorities which are now on the Community's agenda. The US legislation identifies 
the provision of access to adv<Jnced telecommunications services for schools, 
hcalthcme <Jnd libraries as one of the principles for the "advancement of universal 
service" in the future. In contrast, to the approach in the Community, the United 
Stntes appears to mix a policy on universal service for telecommunications with 
objectives linked to education, heeJithcare or information policies at a national 
level. 

In the Community, the regulatory approach to universal service for 
telecommunications is carefully circumscribed by the application of the principal of 
subsidiarity. This has limited action at a Community level to what is necessary for 
the internal market for telecommunications services and for the maintenance of a 
high standard of consumer protection. In any event, the evolution of the definition 
of universal ~.ervicc for telecommunications is only one of a number of fCJctors 
which is infllli.?ncing tt1e roll out of advanced telecommunications services in the 
Community. 
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CritQria for tfJ() QVolution of universal sQrvice for tQ/ecommunications 
in t!Je Information SociQty 

Determining the basis for the future evolution of universal service raises 
fundamental issues. Should universal service for telecommunications continue to 
be subsidised only by undertakings in the sector or should other means of funding 
(e.g. greater direct funding by the State I stimulation of public-private partnerships) 
be envisaged? Should the frameworl.; being put in place at a Community level 
simply provide a response to the risk of that market forces alone will not provide 
an adequate guarantee of affordable service for every citizen or should it be 
something more - seeking to steer and develop the evolution of markets ;:md/or 
technologies? A simple answer cannot be given at this stage. In reality the 
challenges of the information. society will be met by both an evolving concept of 
universal service and by a range of other public and private sector initiatives to 
stimulate demand for and supply of information society services. 

User demand and tectmological evolution must be the principal determinants of 
the future evolution of universal service35 

Any extension is therefore likely to combine a market-based analysis of the 
demand for, and widespread availability of, a particular service, and a political 
assessment of its social and economic desirability. Only when these two criteria 
are satisfied would it be justifiable to impose a legal obligation to guarantee that 
the service is universally available at an affordable price. 

This Communication does not attempt at this stage to identify tclecommunicntions 
services which should be considered in the future for inclusion in universal 
service, but mtt1er it points to tt1e general areas where work is already underway in 
the context of preparing the information society. At the same time, the existina 
framework already requires Member States to set targets for the Community-wide 
introduction of certain advanced telephone facilities36 (which are not currently part 
of universal service) and this will remain an important element in the Community 
approach. 

As mentioned in Section II above, the Commission will carry out a comprehensive 
review by 1 January 1998 of the scope, level, quality and affordability of universal 
service in the European Community and consider the need for adaptntion of the 
scope of universal service at a Europenn level, in the light of the prevailing 
conditions and taking account of the criteria outlined above. 

---------------- --------·-···----

Examples of the issues linked to tile future evolution of universal service 
obligations which will be considered in the First Monitoring Report 

In addition to assessing issues linked to the level and quality of the current 
universal service obligation, the Report will examine (i) technical indicators of 
service levels (<md whether cost burdens were associated with thc~ir provision), (ii) 
evidence of particular socinl or economic need, (iii) evolution of prices and 
relative afforciability of services and (iv) developments in other parts of the World. 

In relation to the first two issues, the report would consider, inter alia: 

Technical indicators would include for each Member State: 

Level of household person<1l computer penetration and housc:holds with 
nccess to on-line services 
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Level of network digitalisation 

Level of business, residential and local community ISDN penetration 

Level of penetration of tele-working 

Percentage of schools, hospitals, libraries with access to on-line information 
services 

Issues of particular social or economic need would include: 

Issues associated with educational and healthcare establishments 

Issues associated with less favoured and less populated regions 

- Specific social needs of particular groups of users (such as users with 
disabilities) 

Promoting the information society 

In addition to the maintenance and development of universal service, public
private initiatives will play a major role in promoting the availability of new 
telecommunications services in the information society. 

In the context of the information society, new inter-active services should be 
accessible to every citizen in the Community, so that the benefits of new 
technologies and services are f(~lt in areas, such as education and training, 
health.care and access to public information. This should in turn benefit the 
overall economic effectiveness of society. The principal role for 
telecommunications is to act as the highway over which many of these new 
services can be offered and competitive forces are stimulating the price reductions 
and innovation which are at the heart of the current revolution. 

There was a widespread consensus within the public consultation that whilst 
universal service for telecommunications cannot be divorced from this broader 
political vision of the information society, that neither access to such services nor 
the services themselves should be included at this stage in the current concept of 
universal service. 

Nevertheless the Commission has stressed the importance of education and 
training in the Information Society, notably in relation to equipping the workforce 
with appropriate skills for the information age with a view to fostering employment 
possibilities <md overall competitiveness. The Commission has therefore 
committed itself to promotin~J <tCC<~ss to and usc of advanced communications and 
information services within tile t'ducntional field. The provision of advanced 
telecommunications services, as well as improvements in service quality, prices 
and the speed of the network are all likely to result from a fully liberalised 
environment. 

At the same time, consideration should be given to the extent to which these 
developments can be further promoted by regulatory or other action. One specific 
issue may be whether schools, colleges and universities should be offered 
reduced prices for high speeds of network access or for the use of current or 
advanced telecommunications services. That in turns raises issues of the 
relationship between universal service for telecommunications and broader policy 
objectives in the educ8tional area, and of how such discounted tariffs might be 
funded, where they represent a financial burden for the operator providing them. 
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(For example, should they be funded directly by the State as part of its education 
budget; through the mechanism set up for funding universal service for 
telecommunications; or t11rough other mechanisms?). 

Such issues will be further considered in the forthcoming Communication on the 
Citizen and the Information Society, and also more broadly in the light of the 
comprehensive review of universal service for telecommunications in 1998. 

Generally, however, new and advanced telecommunications and information 
services are appearing primarily in response to market forces and user demand. 
The role of the Community, public authorities and other public institutions is, on 
the one hand, that of catalyst, and, on the other, to ensure a regulatory climate 
which is favourable to innovation. 

Action flowing from the recent legislation in the United States has been highlighted 
above. In Europe, a range of initiatives are underway, aimed at stimulating public
private partnerships and strengthening awareness and demand. This reflects 
priorities established in the Communication "Towards the Information Society", 
COM(95) 244.17

. • 

That Communication emphasised that the Community's role focused on (i) 
stimulation of projects (through provision of information and increasing awareness 
of information society initiatives; through brokering partnerships between actors in 
different sectors and between public and private sector organisations, and 
providing guidance on available finance) and (ii) the provision of financial support 
for certain projects by the Community which either cater for the relevant 
infrastructure and the development of awareness, skills or services (through 
funding via the trans-European networks framework; the Community structural 
and cohesion funds; the European Investment Bank and the European Investment 
Fund and through Community programmes dedicated to education and training, 
such as the SOCRATES and LEONARDO programmes), or which stimulate the 
necessary research nnd development activities, leading to new concepts, 
prototypes or services which are key to the advancement of the Information 
Society (through the RTD Framework Programme, and, in particular through the 
Advanced Communication Technologies (ACTS) programme). 

Public access to information society services 

The Commission through these measures is supporting the extension of "public 
access" to the information society. This involves the connection of schools, 
colleges, hospitals'3~ublic offices, libraries and other public access points into the 
information society . · 

The Commission will explore ways of better co-ordinating the various on-going 
initiatives at a national level to enhance the impact on everyday life in 
Communication on the Information Society and the Citizen mentioned above. 

Public and "community" nccess may be -of particular importance in less favoured 
regions, where there m.Jy be .::1 risk of delay in accessing advanced 
telecommunic::Jtions services if left to mmket forces alone. The Commission, in 
the framewor :( of the Monitorinq Report before 1 January 1998, will closely 
monitor developments, as public access may be a means, within a reasonable 
time scale, of overcoming the difficulties in providing access to many advanced 
services and sources of information for individuals and for the non-profit and 
voluntary sectors. These are groups which may otherwise be excluded because 
of the high-cost initial investments required in terminals, computers and network 
connections). 
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The Commission will keep the actual progress made in extending public access 
under review, both in the less favoured regions and in the Community as whole, in 
order to assess periodically the need for additional action or for any reshaping of 
the concept of universal service at a European level. 

Issues for further consideration 

A range of factors must be taken into account in the developing framework for the 
information society. 

Low tariffs for use of the network are essential to the widespread take up of 
on-line information and services. 

Many information society services will be provided without regulatory 
intervention. 

Action may be needed to ensure that public institutions can access these new 
services. 

Initiatives, in particular, stimulating public-private partnership, should continue 
to promote the availability and take up of new information society services, 
especially, with regard to their development and broader take up amongst 
residential users. 

"Public access" should go beyond promoting physical connections to include 
adequate training, support and investment in equipment. 

Some of these issues such as the needs for low tariffs, are closely linked to the 
current framework for universal service; others, extend far beyond 
telecommunications to touch on policies for education, healthcare and training. 

The integration of a policy on universal service into the broader development of 
the information society is a matter for further consideration. This process will be 
helped by the Review announced in this Communication for 1998 of the scope, 
level and quality of universal service in the Community. In this respect, a Council 
Resolution is being examined on the use of multimedia technologies and services 
for educational purposes. The definition of future policy on universal service will 
also take account of the outcome of on-going and future debates, in particular, in 
relation to the White Paper on "Teaching and Learning : towards the learning 
society" in the context of the European Year of Lifelong Learning 1996, and the 
forthcoming Green Paper on the Social Aspects of the Information Society. 

V CONCLUSIONS 

This Communic~1tion has idontific~d universal service as an essential element of 
the information society, but it is o11ly 0110. of several fnctors which are allowing 
Europe's citizens to enter into a new and exciting age of information. In order to 
accelerate and support the process of transformation, three sets of conclusions 
can be drawn: 

1 The current concept of Universal Service forms a firm anchor for the 
regulatory reforms underway at a national level to achieve the full liberalisation 
of the telecommunications sector in Europe. 
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The current concept of univc:rsol service corresponds to the obligation to 
provide access to the public telephone network and to deliver and 
affordable telephone service to all users reasonably requesting it. 
The detailed elements comprising that service are defined in the Voice 
Telephony Directive and are sufficient for the drafting of national schemes 
for universal service according to the Full Competition Directive. 

A framework for the costing and funding of universal service is found 
in the Interconnection Directive and the Full Competition Directive. 
Common principles are proposed to identify how much universal service 
obligations cost. These costs may be shared with other market players 
either (i) via a universal service fund at a national level or (ii) by direct 
payments to those providing universal service. Guidelines to be used in 
assessing national approaches to costing and funding are in preparation. 

- Where additional telecommunications-related obligations outside the 
scope of universal service are imposed by Member States, any additional 
financial burden associated meeting such obligations must not funded out 
the mechanism established for funding universal service .. 

2. Universal service in the Community can and should be strengthened In the 
short term: 

- Affordability is at the heart of the framework for universal service for 
telecommunications. The requirement for nffordability must be made 
clearer. At the same time, Member States should ensure that 
appropriate measures are taken, {e.g. price caps, targeted tariff 
schemes) necessary to maintain the affordability of services for all 
users, particularly in the run up to full competition. The Monitoring Report 
announced for 1 January 1998 will include an assessment of 
developments in pricing and the relative affordability of 
telecommunications services within the Community. 

For users in the rural or remote areas, price increases, other than 
adjustments to achieve cost-orientation, must not be used to 
compensate losses in revenue resulting from price decreases 
elsewhere. Furthermore, any differences in pricing between high cost 
areas and low cost areas must not endanger the affordability of 
universal service. 

- The definition of universal service will ensure that an equivalent level of 
service is offered to users with disabilities at an affordable price and 
Member States are encouraged to provide citizens with improved access 
to computer networks and on-line services (in terms of faster network 
access speeds); 

- The Commission will place greater emphasis on quality of service and 
the level of affordability at both a European and national level, (including 
on monitoring, enforcement and compensation when targets are not met); 
as well as providing a stronger role for the consumer voice, particularly, 
in defining standards, the level of affordability and the future scope of 
universal service. 
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The Commission will encourage action in the less favoured regions to 
accelerate the process of network digitalisation there. Developments 
will be carefully monitored to ensure that citizens in such regions benefit 
from the arrival of competition and the Commission will continue to 
worl( to ensure that a combination of liberalisation and new 
technologies reduces rather than widens existing regional differences 
within the European Community. 

3. Universal service is an evolving and dynamic concept and will play an 
important role in the meeting the challenges of the information society: The 
Commission will report by 1 January 1998 on the scope, level, quality and 
affordability of universal service in the Community and consider the need, in 
the light of the prevailing circumstances, for adnptation of the scope of 
universal service at a European level, bearing in mind the need for 
predicatability for investment decisions. 

ENDNOTES 

Any extension of the current concept of universal service must combine a 
market-based analysis of demand for and availability of the service with 
n political assessment of its social and economic desirability. 

Public-private initiatives will play a major role in promoting the 
availability of new telecommunications services in the information 
society, particularly in the less favoured regions of the Community. 

Public access is an important means of bringing the information 
society to every citizen. Progress in extending such access will be kept 
under review to assess periodicCJIIy the need for additional action or for 
any reshaping of the concept of universal service. 

The infornwtion society raises issues fm beyond universal service for 
telecornmuniciJtions. An overall Community policy for the information 
society must integrate aspects of education, healthcare and social 
policy. 
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COM(95) 379, 19:/DS {"'ilt' lnl••rcorHwdron lllll'<lrve") .trltl the lull Cumpl'lrlron !lHt.•clrvt• 11ll'se set uut rn p.trtK:ul.tr 

the principles to be used in working out the co;,! of provrdrng unrVt.'l~al servrce and the t.yslems (erlher a unrvt·rs.tl 

service fund or <1 system of supplementZJry charges) which c:1n be used to share out any costs involved. 

12 The Interconnection Directive sets out a technic<JI description of the type of connection over which services are 

provided. It specifies that only the pro·,ision of the public fixed telecommunications network is part of universal 

service. Universal service docs not me;:m that users have a right to a mobile telephone, although wireless technology 

represents an import;:mt way of delivering universal service in remote regions (for example by using a radio-link to 

connect a fixed telephone in a remote home or farm, instead of having to provide a fixed telephone line. 

13 Member States are required to implement tho obligations set out in the Voice Telephony Directive by 13 DccembN 

1996. 

14 Monthly subscriptions with on-line service providers me generally in the region of 4- 15 ECU. The trend towards 

telecommunications organisations offering cheap Internet acces~. to subscribers IS likely to develop in Europe, 

lowering further t11e cost of accessing ccrl.lrn inln-:Jctive scrvrces. 

15 The lnterconnf'clion Directrve rE:qurres Mernber S!;:Jf<,s to introduce number port;lbrlrly in all m~tor popuiCJtion centres 

by 2003 at the latest. For a description of these other services see the glossary with T<~ble /\6 in Annex 2. 

16 See the lnterconnectron Directive and the Full Compelitron Directive. 

17 According to the Full Competition Directive these schemes must be sent to the Commissron by 1 January 1997 and 

will be assessed to ensure, in particular, that the obligations proposed are non-discriminatory; proportional, transparent 

(i.e. clearly formulated so that applrc;:mts know the extent of their obligalrons in advance); based on objective criteria 

(allowing judicial review 111 the case of conflict) and imposed only on those undertakings foreseen by the Community 

framework. 

18 Council Directive 92/44/EEC of 5 June 1992 on the applic<Jiion of open network provision to leased lines, OJ l.165, 

19.6.92 

19 Council Recommend.llion 92/3133/EEC of G June EJ~J2 on the provision of harrnoniscd integrated services clrgitill 

network (ISDN) access arrangements ;md a mrnimum set of ISDN offerings in ilCcordance with open network 

provision (ONP) principles, OJ L200, 18.7.92 

20 See the Voice Telephony and Leased Lines Directives. In a monopoly environment operators enjoyed considerabl<! 

freedom in setting their prices which tended to lead to substantial profits being m:Jde on internationol and long

distance calls. Prices were not constrained by compelrtors who could otherwise have charged their customers lower 

prices. In the absence of competition, t11e regui<Jtory fr3mcwork in the Community has obliged certain tariffs to be 

cost-oriented in the nm up to cfft>clive cornpt>lrtron 

21 lndic:Jtions of the level of reb<ll:lllcrng bdwecn 1! 1'10 :11 H1 1 U' rG are set out in T :Jilles All ;mel N.J in Annex 2 

22 The requirenwnl for cost Ofler1Lt1Hll1 ,,., il ct·nlr.tl t'lerw·11! rn the prrncrples governing ta111fs for telecomrnunicatrons 

services in the Europe3n Communrty (see !111~ Hl90 Open Network Provision Framework Directive (90/387/EEC) and 

the subsequent ONP directives on Leased Lines and Voice Telephony). 

The Full Competit'ron Directive in Recital17 C;:JIIs for Member States to "phase out as rapidly as possible all unjustified 

restrictions on tariff rebalancing by telecommunicatiOns organisations and in particular those preventing the 

adaptation of rates which are not in line witl1 costs and which increase the burden of universal service provision" 

Article 4C of 1t1e Full Competition Direclrve provides that where such rebalancing cannot be completed before 1 

Janu~ry 1998 the Member Slates concerned sllJII report to the Commission onlhe future phasing out of the remainrng 

tariff imbai:Jrlces and that such il rC>port shall include a de!Jilerl timetable. 

23 Targe!C>d tariffs schemes dc·sigrwct. for l'X,1rnplc• fur low uq·rs, the elderly, or lhosf> on low incomes, can combine a 

low initral connrctron ch<HflC, low monthly rcnl<ll dlld a lirnrtcd number of free or che3p call units e;:Jch month. 

24 Price caps operate by pcg')inC] annu:ll p11ce 11·.es ('i!lrer tor ll1e wtwle trh~phone service or for specific con1pon0nls, 

(such dS rcn!JI fo[ I c"·.lllPnlrc11 USPr,o.) 0! or lwlow lllP rJ!e of inf1.11ion. Thrc> can ICild to reJI reduct:ons in prices for 

users, whrlst encourJ~llll\1 H1e opc•r,1!or to improve its effrciency. 

25 In reulity, lower pnces 111 a compctrtive enviro:mwnt are lr\<.Piy to stimui::Jie tclccommunic:-rlions trnffic lessening the> 

overilll irnp3ct of p11ce compelrtion on !hr.• total rPvcnue of such operulors. 

26 See Commission Ccrnrmrnrc:1tion on til,· cnn~;tri!J!ron of t11c G~r•en Pdp•'l on thP lrbr-rJirsiltion of telecommunic::~tions 

infrilstrrJclure <Hrd C<lhl'-' tel••vi:'.ion nc!v;nrk· .. C0~.1(cl'>) 1:>n. 3 5.0S ;md CourKil f~Pc.nlc,!ion DG/C253 of 113 Srpl•'rnb·•r 

on the irnplf'Jill'll\J!ron of lire fultlff' rPgul:llory fr.1111l'I'JOik lor \elccornmunir.J\tons, OJ cz,e, 3.110.95 

'27 EstirnJtes of th•• cost of univer~.al sr·r·,·ic:e prc·p.1recl for ll1c lnfraoclructwe Green Paper ;,uggestccl it cost ussociJ!ed 

wrth universal rervicc of bc-twcC'n 1 to 2% of lc,lalturno·;or for rnost of the 12 Member Stales <Jt th3t lime. Thn figures 

for lrf>l;md and l!oiy were 3round 3%, Spain around G%, f'ortug"l 7% ilnd Greece 15%. It should be emplusisc·d thai 

these figures were c;tirnates prep~ued without full de!Jils of the underlying cost structures. More comprehen<:iw 
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stud1es are currently underv1Jy in almost every Member State. Initial indications point to figures well within the ranges 

suggested in the Infrastructure Green Paper. 

28 Art1cle 32 of that Directive already requires the Commission to propose a revision of the directive in good time to allow 

the European parliament to decide on it by 1 January 199ll 

29 Affordability will be assisted by the provision of free itemised billing on request ilnd avaii:Jbility of selective call barring 

Users should also be <Jble to spread the costs of initial connection and operators should rcpbce disproportionate or 

discriminatory deposit schemes with more proportion:1te mc;ms of credit control (such as pre-agreed credit limits). 

30 Examples of action to achit:!ve I his arc itemised billing <Jnd giving all customer the possibility of call-barring. 

31 This requires completion by Member States of the on-going deployment of "louchtone" dialling in their networks 

32 An important element of quality of service ill a mtional level is enforcement of quality of service I<Jrgets and the 

existence of rights of redress for users nnd <lppropriate compens<Jtion mechanisms. 

33 This requires the provision of networks with the necessary transmission quality to allow users to access data 

communications services at commonly avail:1ble speeds. 

34 The <Jpproach in the US envisages , in particular, a compensation mechanism to meet burdens associated with the 

provision of preferential tariffs offered to schools <Jnd librnries, though much of the detail still h3s to be worked out. A 

private foundation, The N<Jtional Education Technology Funding Corporation aimed at promoting the financing and 

development of additioml services is <Jiso being set up to attract private funding into the sector. 

35 In the United States four criteria have been identified against which possible candidates for universal service would be 

assessed: "(A) essential to education, public health or public safety, (B) have. through the operation of market 

choices by customers, been subscribed to by a substantial majority of residential customers: (C) are being deployed 

m public telecommunications networks by telecommunications carriers: and (D) are consistent with the public 

interest, convenience and necessity". These criteria highlight the mixture of universal service objectives and bro<Jder 

policy objectives linked to education or he<Jithcare found in the draft legislation. 

3G The Voice Telephony Directive lists of these services. T<Jble A6 in Annex 2 shows the extent to which some of these 

are already avaii:Jble in t11e EC. 

37 Communic<Jiion of 31 M:Jy 1995 on a methodology for the implementation of information society applications and 

proposal for a Europe<Jn P:Jrli:Jment and Council Decision on <J series of guidelines for trans-European 

telecommunications networks, COM(95) 22·1. The Communication identified 3 diverse range of projects related to 

applications, generic services and basic networks. 

38 The issue of public access has been addressed in "[Jwldmg 1/Je European Information Society for us all" Interim 

Report of t!Je High Level Expert Group on social and societal aspects of the information society. II is also being 

tackled in the on-going work of the lnform;1tion Society Forum. The goal of connecting schools, hospitals and 

libraries is already being explored in some Member States and underpins the developing appro<Jch in the United 

States. 
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Annex 1 : Timeto:Jble for Action 

ANNEX 1: TIMETABLE FOR ACTION IN THE SHORT TERM {1996-1991.3} 

•oate 

Before 30 June 1996 

. . ' --, 

Proposnl for n . Europenn Parlinment nnd Council . Directiv'~-~~ 
nmending the Voice Telephony Directive. · 

Member States commence drafting authorisntion schemer. for j• 

voice telephony nnd public network providers as provided b'/ . 
the Full Competition Directive ; 

i 
' 

Member States concerned apply for derogations to ~h<:: 199ti ; 
deadline and provide all necessary economic data necessnry j 
for the assessment of the justification of suc~1 derog;::thn a;. , 
provided by the Full Competition Directive ! 

I 

Common Position on the ONP Interconnection Dirt~Ctivc ~ 
(including principles for the costing and funding of universal ; 
service). i 

I 
Common Position on the proposed Europe;m Parllmnent e:nd l 
Council directive on a common frnmework for gen0raf l 
authorisations and individual licenses in the European \ 
Community. l 

-----------1 -..,-,---...,----..,---- i 
Communication on the Commission criteri.J for costlno z,n::\ • Before 30 

September 1996 

Before 31 December 
1996 

funding of tt1e universal telephone service in the EC · l 

Common position on the proposal for a Council and Europcar-l 
Parliament Directive amending the Voice Telephor.y Directive. l 
Adoption of the ONP Interconnection Directive. 

l 

Adoption of the Licensing Directive. 
I 

Communication by the Member States of 3uu-,c~risution i 
schemes for voice telephony and prov1s1on nf put)li:: i 
telecommunications networks including obligc.tic;ns r<::l<:!ted to I 
universnl service : 

' 1----------t------------------------------------· 
Decisions of the Commission on the authorisation schemes ; Before 30 June 1997 
submitted. ; 

' 
Publication in the Member States of information required by th:J ! 
Full Competition Directive with regCJrd to licensing procedure::; l 
and terms nnd conditions for interconnection. ! 
Adoption of the proposal for a Council c.nd Europenn ! 
Parliament Directive amending the Voice Telephony Directiv<~. i 

------------~-------------- I 
Full liberalisation of telecommunications services3ricTl Before 1 January 

1998 networks, subject to possible transitional mrangcments fo: 
certain Member Stntes, where justified and subjt>ct to scrutiny. 

First Commission Report on the monitoring of the scopE:, lr:vel 
quality ancl affordabilily of the universal telephone service in 
the Community. 
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ANNEX 2: UNIVERSAL SERVICE FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS IN THE 
EUROPEAN COMMUNITY TODAY 

This Annex presents the results of survey of the level of service currently found in 
the European Community. It addresses five areas : 

(I) General developments in the provision of telecommunications services; 

(II) Quantitative indications service penetration; 

(Ill) Qualitative indications of service quality . 

(IV) the availability of advanced telephone services and 

(V) the level of tariff changes and the existence of special or targeted tariff 
schemes. 

The information is based primarily on the responses of the Member States to a 
questionnaire sent out by the Commission in Summer 1995. A copy of that 
questionnaire is provided at the end of this Annex. 

GENERAL DEVELOPMENTS IN THE PROVISION OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
SERVICE 

In the last decade, a number of technical and service developments have had a 
considerable impact on the nature of the basic telephone service. 

1. The development of relatively inexpensive fax machines and modems means 
that ordinary telephone lines are being used to an ever increasing extent to 
communicate data and images as well as voice, although at a relatively slow 
speed. 

2. The digitalisation of the telephone network combined with improved signalling 
means that a range of supplementary telephone services are being offered on 
the basic telephone line. These services include call-forwarding, call transfer 
and call-waiting, voice-mail and services which allow the identification of the 
calling-party ("calling line identification"). These add-on services have the 
potential to generate significant revenues for telecommunications operators. 
In addition, it is now far easier to provide more sophisticated billing details to 
customers including itemised billing. · 

3. Although many of the above-mentioned services are not yet extensively 
provided or marketed by all telecommunications operators, particularly to 
residential customers, most operators offer ISDN (integrated services digital 
network) service and some are planning to offer an ISDN connection at the 
same price as an analogue link in certain areas. ISDN is beginning to be used 
for applications where users require additional functionality. Examples include 
desk-top video-conferencing or data transfer, as an alternative to or back-up 
for leased lines, and for Group 4 or higher speed fax. 

4. There has been a dramatic growth in wireless telephony and in particular 
mobile cellular networks and subscribers. 5 per cent of telephone subscribers 
in the European Community are currently based on mobile networks 

1
. 

Wireless-based telecommunications now demonstrates some significant 
operational and cost· advantages over wire-based telecommunications for 
certain types of usage. In particular, providing a wireless connection to 
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customers in remote or scarcely populated areas is considerably cheaper than 
the installation of a fixed line. Wireless applications in the local loop are also 
being seen, particularly in central and eastern Europe, as one means of 
rapidly upgrading the network and meeting unsatisfied demand for telephone 
service or for introducing competition into the local loop. Examples include the 
use of wireless telephony solutions to deliver rural service in Spain2 and 
Germany, whilst Digital European Cordless Telephone (DECT) technology is 
being used for local loop competition in Finland). 

5. Satellite communications have not yet fulfilled their earlier promise in relation 
to the delivery of a universal telephone service, as until recently regulatory and 
technical constraints existed which combined to inhibit growth. However, the 
new regulatory environment, together with the emergence of satellite personal 
communications services may develop further the role of satellite based 
communications in connecting the remoter regions within the Community and 
in order to support this the Commission has proposed a framework for the co
ordinated selection and licensing of satellite-based personal communications 
systems3

• There is also scope for making temporary use of VSATs4 to serve 
isolated areas pending roll-out of a more permanent terrestrial infrastructure. 

6. The process of deregulation is increasingly allowing full advantage to be taken 
of developments in hybrid fixed networks (using fibre and then coaxial cable 
and/or copper for part of the local network) which support the joint provision of 
telephone service with cable television service, where new franchises have 
been awarded and the regulatory situation has permitted. The use of such 
technologies, combined with the advent of ISDN I broadband networks and 
digital compression technologies, has the potential to rewrite the economics of 
delivering universal service, whilst the falling cost of transmission should lead 
to tariff structures which are less dependent on distance and on the duration of 
the call. In such an environment, the combined offering of telephone, 
information and entertainment services once effective competition is 
established, may allow operators to price the telephony elements at a lower 
level reflecting the more efficient use of their networks and the dual source of 
revenue. 
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II. QUANTITATIVE INDICATORS OF THE LEVEL OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES 

The quality and level of telecommunications services in the European Union has 
shown a steady and significant jmprovement over the last five years. This is 
reflected in the detailed responses to the questionnaire completed by Member 
States and in many of the comments made in response to the Theme Paper. A 
number of features of the current environment should be highlighted. 

1. Overall, there have been important improvements in the Community in the 
number of households with a telephone (see Table A1). Whilst household 
penetration in France, the Netherlands and Scandinavia was already well 
above 90% in 1990 and has improved since then, even more impressive 
growth has been seen elsewhere. In 1990 only 66% homes in Ireland, whilst 
today its 80% and for Portugal the level has risen in the same period from 
4 7.1% to 7 4.8%. However, it is notable that at least five national regulatory 
authorities even today do not have publicly available data on this basic 
measure of universal service. Furthermore, where data has been provided, it 
is not directly comparable between Member States. 

2. The average number for the EC of residential main lines per hundred homes 
(see Table A 1 ), has also seen a substantial rise from 87 to 96 lines per 
household. These figures provide a more comparable measure of the 
situation between Member States, do not distinguish between those 
homes/individuals with more than one telephone line (e.g. business and/or fax 
line and residential line) and those with no telephone. This results in Denmark, 
France, Luxembourg, Finland and Sweden all have a residential main line 
penetration in excess of 100%. 
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Table A1 Telephone penetration rates within the European Community 

Country Percentage of households •.·· Residential· Main Lines per.. 

••• 

· · wlttl n telcphonc1 · 100 Hourieholds2 · .• . >. ·. .. . 

:. :•:J·. .•. 
··.:' · ..• : .. 1990·. I . 1994. 1990 1994 

.. ·.· > • :.: ......... :: ··: 

n nla n/a 81 92 

OKJ 94.3 n/a 103 106 

D" 80 89 81 93 

EL n/a n/a 80 96 

E n/a n/a 80 89 

F 94 96.4 104 111 

IRL 66 80 60 75 

I n/a nla 90 99 

L n/a n/a 88 105 

NL 93 96.5 9G 96 

AUT n/a n/a n/a n/a 

po 47.1 74.8 43 64 

FIN 95o 97° 103 104 

SWED' 08.7 98.7 121 121 

UK 88 91.10 89 99 

EC Average - - 07 96 

Source: National Regulatory Authorities (1995). 

n/a indicatc!j thnt the NRA docs not have this data available. EC average excludes Austria. 

Notes 

1. All data provided in this section of the table relates to the most recent period for which 

information is avnilable (normally 1994). Where available, additional data is given in these notes. 

2. This indicator of residential telephone penetration Is imperfect as it is not the same as the number 

of households which have a telephone: the latter indicator would have an upper value of 100. 

3. Source: Tole Danmark. 

4. Figure includes the new Bundeslilnder. 

5. Figures refers to penetration rate for Portuguese mainland (excluding Madeira and the Azores). 

The household penetration figure in 1994 including those islands was 74.8%. 

6. Estimated figures for 1990 nnd 1995 

7. % relates to 1989 which was the last year for which figures were calculated, given the very high 

level of penetration achieved 

8. Data relates to March 1995 (Source: UK Family expenditure survey). 
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3. The general growth in service penetration extends to most other areas : total 
main lines (business and residential); mobile subscribers and in the provision 
of public payphones. (sec Table A2) For public paypl1ones, the EC avcmge 
has increased from 2.9 to 3.1 per 1000 population, with the percentage at <1 

national level either staying the snmc or increasing, with the sole exception of 
Italy (where penetration was already the highest within the EC). 

Table A2 ~ Penetration of fixed and cellular telephones per 
100 population and payphones per 1000 population in the EC 

Mainlines Cellular Payphoncs 
subscribers - ---~ 

Country ...:....Jer100 per100 pcr1000 
1990 .1994 1990 1994 1990 "1994 

8 39 45 0 0.7 1.3 1.5 
m< 57 60 2.9 9.7 1.3 1.6 
D 40 48 0.4 3.0 1.7 2.1 
EL 39 48 0 1.4 2.1 3.5 
E 32 38 0.1 1.0 1.1 1.4 
F 50 55 0.5 1.4 3.2 3.5 
IRL 28 35 0.4 1.7 1.5 1.8 
I 39 43 0.5 3.9 7.7 6.8 
L 48 55 0.2 3.2 0.8 0.9 
NL 46 51 0.5 2.0 0.5 0.7 
AUT 42 47 0.5 3.5 4.3 4.3 
p 24 35 0.1 1.8 2.6 3.3 
FIN 54 55 5.2 13.3 4.1 4.6 
SWED 68 68 5.6 16.0 4.3 3.7 
UK 45 49 2.1 6.1 1.6 2.1 
EC Average 43 49 0.9 3.6 2.9 3.1 

Source: National Regulatory Authorities; (1995) 
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Ill QUALITATIVE INDICATORS OF THE LEVEL OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES 

1. Alongside improvements in overall numbers, almost every Member State now 
sets, monitors and publishes results in relation to quality of service targets. 
This practice has now \been reinforced by the requirements of the Voice 
Telephony Directive (see below). These indicators, which are generally, set in 
a manner to require annual improvements in the level of service, provide users 
with information about what they are entitled to expect and as such they are a 
crucial element of universal service. 

At the same time, the results of the questionnaire have indicated the 
considerable divergence between the standards set and/or achieved in 
different parts of the Community, and show the difficulty in comparing the 
position in each Member State. The results are summarised below: 

2. Length of time for installation of a telephone (sec Table A3). 

Targets are set in almost all Member States for installation times with most of 
them also publishing some information on the supply times achieved. The 
average length of time to obtain a telephone in 1995 in the Member States 
varied from 1 day in Sweden to 45 days in Austria and 220 days in Greece. 
Operators in most Member States complete a high proportion (60-80%) of 
installations within 5 to 20 days. 
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Table A.3 Target periods for network connection and supply times achieved 
in the EC1 · 

--
lnform.,tion Tnrgct Actual supply time 
Published 

B Yes 90% within 20 working days2- 90.9% within 20 working days 
61.3% within 5 working days3 --

OK Yes 95% on installation date agreed 98% within target 
upon with customer. 
Remninino 5% within 10 days. 

0 Yes 80% within 20 working days 87.1% within 20 working dnys in Western Lander 
42.3% within 20 working days in Eastern Lander 
98.3% of lines provided on date agreed with 
user4 

EL n/a 80% of new connections within 220 days on averageG 
30 da~s5 ·---· 

E No' n/a 5 workin9 da~s on avcra9o 

F Yes Within 5 working daysiJ B days on averaQe!J 
-----

IRL Occaslonally10 n/a 11 working days on average 
75% of customer orders completed within 2 
weeks11 

I n/a For new connections: 60 days 97.8% of connections within targets 
For take-overs: 30 days 

L n/a n/a 60% within 30 days 
89% within 3 months 
11% over 3 months 

NL n/a 1 month 96% within target 

AUT nla n/a 45 days on average 

p Yes Target: 2 months (95)/1.5 0.4 months average (Sept 95) 
m(96)/1 m(97)1 2 Minimum 
level: 
2.8/2.4/2 months 

FIN Yes n/a 5.4 days on average 1 ;:~ 

SWEO n/a Within 5 days14 Less than 1 day on average 
--~·- -
UK Statistics BT: For residential customers: BT: For residential 85.3% sntisfied target 

published regularly within 8 working days. For business customers 76.4% satisfied 
by BT and Mercury For business customers: within target15 
only 6 working days 

Mercury. Access for indirectly Mercury. 72.8% of connections on date agreed17 
connected customers: within 2 
days of order16 

n/n-data not avatlable 
Source: National Regulatory Authorities (1995). 

NOTES 
All data provided In the table relates to the most recent period for which Information Is available (normally 1994). Where 

available, additional data is given in these notes. 

2 Target set In Belgacom's Management Contract. The target set for 1995 is 80% of connections within 5 working days. 

3 In 1993: 26.6% within 5 working days and 03.9% within 20 working days. 

4 These figures relate to the second half of 1994. In first half of 1994 03% of lines provided within 20 days in Western 

L:!nder. 

5 Target set for 1995 
6 Data relates to 31.12.94 
7 Information provided to the Spanish Advisory Telecommunications Council. Public can obtain Information given to that 

body. 
0 Target set In France Telecom's contract with the Direction Generale de Pastes et Telecommunications (DGPT Annual 

Report (1994)). 
9 Figure as at 31 December 1993 (Source: DGPT Annual Report (1994)). 

10 The last set of information was published on 21 March 1994. 

11 In 1993: 19 days on average. 
12 Target and minimum acceptable level set in contract between ICP and Portugal Telecom and covers period 

1995/1996/1997 
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13 In 1993: 5.3 days on average; In 1992: 5.5 days on average 

14 Target forms part of Telia's service warranty. 

15 In addition to requesting a direct connection to the Mercury Network, users can access Mercury's long

distance/international network Indirectly via BT or other local connection. Access Is obtained by dialling a specific preface 

(132) alter subscribing to Mercury. 

16 Figures relate to October 1994 to March 1995. For April1995 to September 1995, corresponding figures are 86.9% and 

78%. 

17 Mercury completed on average 82.5% of connections on date agreed with the customer In 1993. 
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3 Fnult repair time {sec Tnble A4) 

Targets are used in all Member States, and are generally set for % of repairs 
within one working day and achievement of targets generally in the mnge of 
85-95%. Additionally, operators in twelve Member States currently offer 
compensation to customers, where certain repair targets are not met. 

Table A4 : Target periods for fault repairs, repair times achieved and 
compensation schemes available in the EC1 

Country Fault repair times .··. Compensation 
.. 

Target2 . Actual repair time Schemes 
. . · .. 

B 71% before end of next working 81.3% of repairs within targets n/a 
day3 · 

DK 100% within 12 working hours 91% within target. If Tete Danmark defaults on the 
time 
of execution concerning the 
change of an existing connection 
to the public telecommunications 
network, or if faults occur in the 
telecommunications network 
leading to interruptions of the 
connection, Tele Danmark shall 
make a proportional reduction in 
the subscription charge for the 
period in question, provided that 
the amount exceeds DKK 25. 
The amount shall be deducted on 
the subsequent invoice for 
subscri~tion charges. 
Graduated system of discounts 
(up to a full100% discount) for 

0 80% within 3 working days 82.5% of repairs within target network connection delays and 
compensation schemes for 
network connection and fault 
repair delays depending on 
nature of service and length of 
delay4 

EL 60% within 24 hours::> 57% within target Basic charge reimbursed if repair 
time target not satisfied 

E Within 6 days0 98.4% of faults attended to Reimbursement of a 
within 24 hours proportionate part of the monthly 

line rental for repairs exceeding 
repair time target 

F 92% before end of next working 86.3% of repairs within targetU nla 
day7 

IRL n/a 90% within 2 daysu No schemes in operation 
-----~ 

I n/a 67.3% samo day nla 
97.1% within 2 days 

L Within 5 days0 86.2% same day Rental chmge reimbursed if 
100% within 10 days rcp<Jir time t<Jrget not fulfilled 

NL Within 12 working hours 98% of repairs within target Twice the monthly rental will be 
reimbursed if repair targets not 
met 
Reimbursement of 1/30 of 

AUT Within 1 d<Jy6 93% within 24 hours monthly line rental for every day 
of delay to line repair in excess of 
reeair time target pm--- Objective : within 2 working days 92% within 2 working Reimbursement of the monthly 

83%(95)/ 85%(96)/ 90%(97) days( September 1995) subscription corresponding to the 
Minimum level: 75%/80%/85% number of days for which service 

was interrupted 
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FIN n/a 66.4% within 24 hours 11 There is a reimbursement of a 
monthly basic .fee if the line is out 
of order for more than 48 hours 
within one month. --

Within 1 working day12 
Discount of quarterly fee if new 

SWED 93% of repairs within target connection not within 5 days or if 
fault not repaired within repair 
time tar~et 

BT: by end of next working day0 98.9% of business customer Compensation available for 
Special services guaranteeing a faults 95.2% of residential various service failings either on 

UK quick response are offered at an customer faults repaired within the basis of a dally rate or actual 
extra fee 2 working days 13 financial loss, up to maximum of 

f;100014 · 
Morcury. For 2100 service, within 68.3% within 4 hours ompensation available for late 
24 hours; for indirect service, 90% 94.1% within 40 hours delivery of service depending on 
of faults within 24 hours nature of service and length of 

delay, up to maximum of £5000 
n/a: data not available 

Source: National Regulatory Authorities (1995) 

NOTE~ 
1 All dJta provided In this table relates to the most recent period for which Information Is available (normally 1994). Where 

avaibble, additional data is given In these notes. 
2 Where possible and where no specific target has been provided repair time targets have been adduced from time limits 

used In the corresponding compensation scheme for the purposes of determining entitlement to compensation. See 
footnote 6 below. 

3 Target set for 1994 by management contract between Dclgacom and the Belgian Government. The target has been set at 
76% for 1995. 

4 For example, a network connection delay of up to 10 working days will entitle the subscriber to a discount of up to 30% on 
the connection fee llnd a delay of over 2 working days In repairs to basic telephone services entitles the r.ubscriber to 
50DM. 

5 The Special Circular of 24 July 1995 amending the Greek Telephone Regulation Imposed a target of 5 working days for 
1995 and of 3 working days for 199G. 

6 Target adduced from time limits adopted In compensation scheme for purposes of determining entitlement to 
compensation. 

7 Target set In France Telecom's general contract with the Direction Gencrale de Posies et Telecommunications (Source: 
DGPT Annual Report (1994)). 

8 Figure as r.t 31 December 1993 (Source: DGPT Annual Report (1994)). 
9 This figure relates to customer reported faults. With regard to line faults 88% arc repaired within 2 days. 
10 Target and minimum a~ceptable level set In contract between ICP and Portugal Telecom and covers period 

1995/1996/1997 . Compensation available after 3 days without If fault is operators responsibility and after 10 days without 
service If forco majeure. 

11 In 1993, 73.5% of faults were repaired within 24 hours. 
12 Target forms part of Tclla's service warranty. 
13 Figures relate to period April to September 1994. In the same period, 87.6% or business and 75.5% of residential faults 

were repaired within 5 working hours or 9 working hours respectively or on a date agreed with the customer. 
14 On the dally rate basis, tho customer Is entitled to claim one month's rental for each day of delay. 
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4 Percentage of public payphones in working order (see Table AS) 

Payphones have a particular role in compensating for the lack of telephone 
penetration, especially in rural areas. For those Member States where data is 
available, a very high proportion of those payphones were in working order 
(between 92 and 98%). Nevertheless, National Regulatory Authorities in 6 
Member States were unable to provide data on the percentage of public 
payphones in working order. · 

Table A5 Average percentage of public payphones in working order 
in Member States in 19941 

B .oK D EL E F IRL I L Nl··. AUT p FIN SWED UK 

n/a 92L n/a 95 n/a n/a Over n/a Over 95 97 99.9 n/a +/- 98 94.6° 
973 4 5 93 97 

n/a: data not available 
Source: National Regulatory Authorities (1995). 

NOTES 

All data provided In the table relates to the most recent period for which Information Is available (normally 1994). Where 

available, additional data is given in these notes. 

2 Coin operated payphones. 

3 Card operated payphones. 

4 The average repair time In public telephones of all types (that Is In public and private places) is 2.8 hours; for public 

telephone boxes it Is 10.6 hours. 

5 France Hlecom's general contract with the Direction Gcn~rale de Posies et Tcl~communlcations stipulates that only 5% 

of public payphones should remain out of order for more than 24 hours. As at 31 December 1993 4.8% remained out of 

order for a longer period (Source: DGPT Annual Report (1994)). 

6 This figure relates to BT public payphones for the period October 1994 to March 1995. For the preceding 6 month period 

the figure was 95.9%. 

5. Supply time and quality of service indicators required by Annex II of the 
ONP Voice Telephony Directive 

According to the Voice Telephony DirectiveS, Member States will be required 
from the end of 1996 to set and publish targets for supply times and quality of 
service indicators for those operators covered by the Directive, in respect of: 

Supply time for initial network connection 
Fault rate per connection, fault repair time and call failure rate 
Dial tone delay and call set up delay, 
transmission quality statistics, 
Response times for operator services 
The proportion of coin and card-operated public pay-telephones in 
working order 
Billing accuracy 

Results must be published annually and the Commission will publish in the 
Official Journal, where that information can be found at a national level. The 
choice of indicators in part reflects the work already undertaken within the 
OECD, ITU and ETSI0. 
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IV AVAILABILITY OF ADVANCED TELEPHONE FACILITIES 

1. An increasing range of advanced telephone features (see Table A6) are now 
currently commercially available or on trial throughout the Community, though 
the level of deployment is often linked to the extent of digitalisation of national 
networks. 

• Touchtonc (DTMF} dialling is available in all Member States (though 
sometimes confined to subscribers connected to a digital exchange). 

• Call waiting and call forwarding services are also fairly widely available, 
whilst calling line identification is offered in 5 Member States, with operators 
in a further three Member States including in an ISDN offering, and plans for it 
to be offered or piloted in three more Member States in 1996. 

• Call barring facilities are available in twelve Member States, (although in 
Austria, Belgium, Denmark, and Finland) this possibility is currently limited to 
certain value-added services). 

• Voice mail services are available in 7 Member States, with trials underway in 
a further three Member States, and the facility being a common feature within 
the GSM network. 

2. Three of these facilities (i.e. Touchtone Dialling I Call Forwarding I Calling Line 
Identification at a national level) are identified in the Voice Telephony Directive 
as elements of the telephone service which should be introduced according to 
nationally set dates. They are increasingly available in substantial parts of the 
network. 

Call Waiting is a service which permits a subscriber to be notified (by a specific tone) of nn 
incoming call while engaged In another call. The user then has the choice of accepting, rejecting 
or ignoring the waiting call. 

Call Forwarding is a service which permits a served user to have the network send to another 
number all Incoming calls for the served user's number. (This service should be distinguished 
from call forwarding when busy and call forwarding when no reply). 

Call Transfer is a service which enables a user to transfer an established call to n third party. 
For the original call, the served user may have been either the calling or called party. 

Calling Line Identification is a service which provides the calling party's number to the called 
party prior to the call being established. It may be possible that the calling p::lrty restricts the 
presentation of the c::llling p.1rty's number to the called party. 

Dial-Tone Multi-Frequency (DTMF) operation I Touchtone Di<Aiiing means the fClcility 
offering users Touchtone dialling, which is essentinl for the use of many new interactive 
telephone services. This is defined in the ONP Voice Telephony Directive i.e. the fixed public 
telephone network supports the usc of DTMF telephones for signallin9 to ttrc exchange, using 
tones as defined in ITU-T Rccommendntion 0.23, and supports the same tones for end to end 
signallino through the network, both witt1in n Member State und betwcr:n Member Stc:tc~;. 

1 Integrated Services Digital Networlc (ISDN) is a network wt1icl1 a'iows, vi<~ (I sin!]IQ nccr.)c:s, 
usino the existing ~;uix;crib:cr lln~. the trJnsmission of voice tclcpllany, text, d8IC1 nnd irnilac:;. 
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T~ble AG : t~vail~bility of /-\dv<mccd Telephone Fncilitics in the EC 

Du:1l-tonc Call C:1ll Voicc-rnnil 
Country Multi- W<1itina r'orvt<:~rd in the public 

frequency network 
(DTMF) 
Olallinq__ 

Yes'2 -· [3 ~- Yes2 Yes 

01{ Yes Yes:.> Yes::> Yes:.> 

D Yes Yes No0 Yes 

EL Yes:.> Yes:.> Yes;:~ No 

E Yes Yes~ Yes~ No 

F Yes Yes Yes Yes 

IRL Yesv Yes;:~ Yes:.> Yes0 

I Yesv Yes Yes Noll 

L Yes Yes Yes No 

NL Yes Nol'l Yes Noll 

AUT Yes ·Yes Yes Yeslo 

p Yes 11l YesHl Yes 10 Yeslu 

FIN Yes Yes Yes Yes 

SWED Yes Yes Yes Yes 

UK Yes Yes Yes Noll\ 

Source: Nntional Regulatory Authorities (1995). 
NOTES 

For 93.5% of PSTN lines. 

2 For 60% of PSTN lines. 

3 Avaflable on ISDN 

4 Call barring '"v:Jibb!c to block access to kiosk services. 

C<~lling Line , C:1ll 0:1rring 
ldentific:Jtion f-acilities 

Yes3 - - Yes4 

No0 Yes7 

Yes Yes 

No No 

No·tu No 

Yes Yes 

No No 

YesJ Yes1L 

No Yes 10 

No1:.> Yes 

Yes .:I Yes 1-r-
Yes Yes 18ZI 

Yes Yeslrr--

Yes Yes 

Yes Yes 

5 Commercially avallobility linked to \vhcthcr subscriber is connected to a digitill exch:::nge (percentage of subscribers for 

those States lndicoted in brackets): OK (55%), EL (3%), IRL (75%) and Italy (67%) 

6 Gradual introduction from February 1996. 

7 Commercially av3ilablc blocking ncccss to specific value-added services; per line or per ca!l barring of C<JII facilities (such 

<JS call identification) will be introduced in December 1995. 

B Technical possibility on ISDN but this Is not commercially avOJilable lor the moment. 

9 47.8% of the subscribers have the possibility to access this service. 

10 There Is a plan to offer such a service In 1996 for subscribers connected to digital switches. 

11 Voice-mail was on trial In 1995. 

12 Call b3rrlng facilities for trunk traffic <Jnd kiosk billing services. 

13 Customers h<Jve the possibility of per line b3rring of call facilities. 

14 Pilot in 1995 and Introduction in 1996. 

15 Pilot in 1995. 

16 Available for mobile telephone (GSM). 

17 £Jarring access available only to specific value-added services (not per line or call blocking facilities) 

1 B Available whenever it is technically feasible nnd for CLI, available on ISDN whenever it is technically feasible. 

1 g Customers are offered the possibility of per line b3rring of call facilities and b<Jrring access to specific value-added 

services. 
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V THE AFFORDABILITY OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES IN THE EUROPEAN 

COMMUNITY TODAY 

As indicated in the Communication, for the majority of users, it is the overall 
affordability of the telephone service which is important. It was also stressed in 
many of the comments received that users needed to be 'better informed nbout 
what they are spending and to be given more control over that expenditure. This 
is all the more important in an environment in which the general volume of 
telephone usage is incrensing and in which there are an increasing number of 
new audiotex services, providing· information or entertainment, often priced at a 
premium above the normal cost of universal service. 

Price levels within the Community are already quite varied .. Indications of these 
absolute levels are provided in Table A7. 
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Table A7 :Telephone Charges1 for Residenial Users in the EC Member 
States 

{by fourth quarter 1995) 

Installation Rental 
Chargcs2 Charges3 

(New (Bi-monthly) 
Connection) ,, 

B 90 23 
OK 212 27 
D 46 23 

GR 160 11 
E 133 16 
F 39 12 

IRL 148 25 
I 99 12 
L 64 11 

NL .· 93 22 
A 90 24 
p 77 19 

SF 169 20 
s 79 20 

u•c (BT) 117 17 
Uf\ (MCJ)4 '117 25 

3-minuteLoc;:JJ Call 3-minutc Trunlc Call 

~-~~---~---·-· 

Peillc piniod Che<~p pcriocJ5 Peak period CIW<!p pcriod6 

8 0.10 0.03 0.58 0.23 ·-
01\ 0.13 0.07 0.29 0.14 --
D 0.11 0.04 0.87 0.40 

GR 0.10 0.10 0.98 0.65 
E 0.07 0.07 1.00 0.42 
F 0.09 0.03 0.81 0.28 

IRL 0.12 0.02 0.67 0.46 
I 0.13 0.09 0.92 0.34 
L 0.08 0.04 0.08 0.04 

NL 0.08 0.04 0.25 0.13 
AU 0.15 0.15 1.21 0.90 
p 0.06 0.02 1.17 0.59 

SF 0.12 0.12 0.28 0.17 
-s 0.08 0.05 0.24 0.14 ----

Ul< {BT) 0.12 0.05 0.30 0.18 
Ul< (MCJ)7 

-
n/a n/a 0.23 0.15 

Notes 

1. All charges in the tables are in ECU and include vJiue uddQd tax. 

2. Ct1argcs are minimum charges excluding lime and mJterial ci1Jrges which ore levied in some Member States. 

3. Rental charges reflect the price for a dngle lir1e in the C3pital city. Germany includes free call minutes equal to ECU 2.42. 

4 Mercury rental charge comprises the BT rental plus the charge for the authorization code. 

5. The cheapest orr-peak rates h:we been taken into consideration 

6. Refer to note 5. 

7. Mercury does not offer local calls for residential users. 
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Progress made in adjusting briff structures with the Community ~nd its 
impact on the overall affordability of universal service 

1 .. Table AB indicates the overall percentage change in the general level of the 
prices of telecommunications services in the Member States of the European 
Community between 1990 and 1995. (A detailed breakdown of the differ!::nl 
elements 'Nithin the ovemll change is provided in Table AS). The information 
set out is based on the data provided by national regulatory authorities rmd is 
calculated according to nntional practice. It is not therefore possible to 
compare price changes directly between different Member States, making it 
difficult to compare price changes in different parts of the Community. 

Additionally, Tables A7 and A8 show percentage changes and do not 
indicate the prices actually charged. It is not therefore possible to draw 
conclusions concerning the effects of these rises on the overnll 
affordability of the services concerned. 

Nevertheless, the data shows that important changes in tariff structures are 
underway and, in particular, the general trend of increases in fixed elements in 
the tariffs for universal service (connection and rental), as well as higher 
charges for local calls at peak hours and, in most Member States, 
corresponding reductions ih regional, long-distance and international calls .. 

2. Jnform·ation on the current availability of targeted or special tariff schemes is 
set out in Table A-9. 
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Table AS: Average Overall Tariff Adjustments- (NRA Estimates) 1990-
1995 

Tariff changes indicated arc change in real terms, with nominal changes, where available, shown in 
brackets 

Detailed data on the changes for installation I rental/local/ regional/ national and international 
tariffs arc set out in Table AB 

. . 

•••• 

. Overall o/(1 Change iu tadffs.(l990~l995) 
· ... 

• .· I•. . . •· .. : ...... · .. . .. . .. .. •··.···· : .. ·• ..... ..·· 

D' n/a 
DK +0.5 
n' n/a 
EL2 - 43.2 (-7.2 nominal chanze) 
El n/a 
F3 - 14 (- 3.4 nominal chanze) 
I n/a 
IRL - 42 (- 25 nominal chanzc) 
L n/a 
NL4 + 3.7 (Mandatory services) 

+ 6.6(Small user tarim 
AUT1 n/a 
p . - 10.2 ( + 27. 6nominal chanze) 
FIN -5 
SWED5 - 8 (+ 8 nominal chanze) 
ul(6 - 23.7 (-10.2 nominal chanze) 

n/a: Data not available. Source: National Regulatory Authorities (1995) 

Notes on Tahle A8 

1. Data provided for changes in individual tariff elements, but no overall figure available. 
2. Average overall tariff change for call charges only 
3. Period 1990 - 1994 
4. Data provided indicates price change of an unspecified basket of services in relation to 

consumer price index. 
5. Calculated on the basis of Telia's index of its tariff basket. 
6. The global figures for the overall percentage change in BT's tariffs between 1990/91-

1994/95 and relates to an overall weighted average of all the services in the price 
control basket, not just the ones listed in the table. 

Information and control over what customers spend on 
telecommunications 

3. Above indicntions were given about the increasing availability of call-barring 
facilities for residential users which can offer a degree of control, by allowing 
them to block calls to selected services (e.g. premium priced services), or 
potentially to long-distance and /or international calling. 

4. Additionally, the Voice Telephony Directive requires from the end of 1996 
Member States to set targets for the availability of itemised telephone bills - a 
service which is in any event increasingly common throughout the EC. This is 
an important means of providing users with sufficient information over what 
they have spent on the telephone. At the same time, a number of comments 
stressed that current long-billing periods made it difficult for some users to 
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control expenditure and that therefore warning should be given of excessive or 
unusual use of a particular telephone connection. 

The use of special and targeted tariff schemes in the EC 

As part of a general aim of ensuring affordability for telecommunications 
services, special and targeted tariff schemes are provided in all Member 
States (see Table AS for full details) to improve the overall affordability of 
universal service for certain users, or for certain groups of users with specific 
needs or specific calling patterns. Low user schemes are available in France, 
Ireland, Sweden and the United Kingdom. Such schemes are particularly 
important in the context of tariff rebalancing as it is generally those users who 
make few calls, or few long-distance and international calls, who may be 
disadvantaged by the price changes resulting from rebalancing. In addition, 
social schemes for those on low incomes are available in Belgium, 
Germany, France, and Austria. All Member States, with the exception of 
Luxembourg, the Netherlands and Finland, also offer some form of special 
tariff packages for elderly users and for users with disabilities. 

A number of organisations, particularly those representing the interests of 
users with disabilities, stressed in this context the need for such schemes to 
be available automatically to such users or, at least, that the administrative 
formalities connected with benefiting from such schemes should be reduced, 
(for example, to avoid the requirement to register separately for each scheme). 
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Table A9 :Tariff Changes within the EC between 1990 and 1995 

Generally real % change is indicated (nominal change in brackets) : *indicates that figure is real change where no nominal figure is given 

Overall Change l Installation Rental ... ,:· .. ··<<<'' •.>. •<>.··••s;_ ·•• toea 1 '/:?:>-:"••··••'• , •• ,. · · · .:·Regional. .··, ... , NationaL ' ,,. ·· .,.l > International : 
Bl n!a Connection/ set + 35% large areas +7.6% +5.8% -5.8% Exam2!es: ! 

I 

up +50% med. areas (interzonal (interzonal traffic France - 22.2%; I 

+39% + 70% small areas traffic conti- non-contiguous Italy - 33.3%; 
Existing line - 37% guous zones) zones) Spain - 28.6%; 

USA -40%; 
Japan -55%; 

DK +0.5% + 8.3% +3.5% + 8.5% No change -20.6% -5%L ' 

• 

OJ nfa -15.4%* -15.4%* -15.4%* nla - 55.4%* Exam2les: 

I 
(>100km) USA - 68.9%* 

Norwav- 33.9%* 
EL4 

1-43.2% + 105.2%* + 68.1%* + 89.1%* - + 68.6%* -1.6%* 
! (-7.2 in nominal 

terms) 
E::. n/a + 2.38% + 24.2% + 192.3% -23.5% + 10.6% Exam2les 

EC Calls -23% 
USA -61% 

fb -14% + 30%7 - +25% -29.5%tl -19% (> 100km) -18.7% 
(- 3.4% nominal (+16%) (+ 11.5%) (- 37%) (- 27.5%) (-27.5%)9 

change) 
I n/a n/a Residential: + 42% Peak:+ 41% - Peak: -11% Exam2les: 

Bus: No change Bus:+ 12% Business - 6% UK Peak -20%; 
Cheap -20% I 
USA Peak· 43% 
Cheap -48% 

IRL -42% No change No change + 10% - -4.610 UK: -4.7% 
(-25% nominal Other: -4.7% 
change) 

Ln I n!a No change No change See national See national Peak: -6% 1995 -13 to 50% 
Other: -13.4% 

~-- -- - -· ·---- ------ - - -- -
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I Overall Ch:mge I Installation Rental Local 
NL12 Mandatory services I No change 16.7% Av: + 22% 

+ 3.7%* Small user Peak + 26% 
tariff l Cheap+ 18% 
+ 6.6%* l 

AUT n/a l +33% No change No change 
p -10.2% l -0.6% -5.9% + 11.9% 

(+27.6% nominal I (+41.2% nominal (+33.7% nominal change) (+58.9% nominal 
change) change) change) 

< 
l 
' 

FIN -5% l ,j n/a n/a + 14.2%14 

+ 2.4 (%)* 

SWE16 -8% I n/a 
+ 15 to 20%1 1 + 60%1 { 

(+8% nominal 
change) 

UK1o -23.7% I Residential: -0.7% Resid'l exclusive: +37.5% -13% 
(-10.2% nominal Business: -33.1% Bus. exclusive: +37 .7 
change)19 l Wholesale: +54.4% 

l 
--

Source: National Regulatory Authorities (1995} 
n/a :Data showing% changes in specific tariff from 1990-1995 not provided by the NRA. 

Notes on Table 

1. Belgacom is paying back the guarantee previously required from customers. 

Regional National .- 1·-· International 
Av: + 22% - -21.3% 
Peak:+ 26% 
Chp: + 18% 

-40% -11% n/a 
+ 27.1%- -13.7% Europe: - 32.2% 
(+80.6% (+22.6% nominal (-3.6% nominal change) 
nominal change} Other : - 44.5% 
change) (-21.2% nominal 

change) 
nla Peak:- 61.2% ExamQies1 ~~ 

Sweden -47.4% 
Germany -19.2% 
USA -16.8% 

- n/a n/a 

-19.8% 81-rate: -19.5% -22.3% 
B-rate: - 35.5% 

2. Period : 1994-1995. Since July 1995. calls from Denmark to other EC countries, Norway and Switzerland have been reduced by 20% (off peak). A similar 20% 
reduction to USA and Canada occurred in January 1995. 

3. Period 1990-1994. lnfiation indicator for the period indicated an increase in prices of+ 15.4% 
4. Average overall tariff change for call charges only 
5. Tariff changes refer to 1994 only 
6. Period 1990 - 1994 
7. Percentage change represents both connection and rental charge 
8. Decrease attributable to creation of enlarged local calling areas 
9. Data provided for a range of tariffs varying from intra-EC /cross-border- 19% (-27.5%) to North American routes- 32% (- 29%) 
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10. Includes calls to Northern Ireland 
11. Since 1 July 1993 the duration of one tariff unit has been 4 minutes {peak rate) and 8 minutes (off peak.). Since 1 May 1995 a monthly minimum of 20 units is 

charged per subscriber line. 
12. Data provided indicates price change of an unspecified basket of services in relation to consumer price index. 
13. The global figure has been calculated for residential users who mainly use local telephone services. The figure would be different for business users because 

they use more long distance and international telecommunications and in these services the prices have dropped considerably. 
14. Data provided indicates price change of a specified basket of local services in relation to consumer price index. The basket consists in 8% of connection fee; 

annual subscription fee and 750 local daytime 4 minute telephone calls. 
15. Cheapest rate and cheapest operator: {1990) Telecom Finland and {1995) Telivo. 
16. Period 1993 - 1995. 
17. Calculated on the basis of Telia's index of its tariff basket. 
18. Price changes are for BT. 
19. The global figures for the overall percentage change in BT's tariffs between 1990/91-1994/95 and relates to an overall weighted average of all the services in 

the price control basket, not just the ones listed in the table. 
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Tab:s A10- S!Jeci3.1 tariff schemes for targeted user groups in the cC 

Country I Description of scheme 

i 
BE 1 Tt1e contr;~ Str;te and Beiaacom imp:.ses certain tariff reductions fer social or humanitarian reasons. 

i) soci1l nrour;s: P..rour:d 37C.OOO recple 2re bene!!t:ng from the social telephone rate (8.1c;, of the total number oi connections). The following tariff 
reC:L!c~:cns nrc ar:f:lied: ?OSS recuction of connection charges, 50% reduction of rental fee, and 50 free units of traffic for 2 months. 
ii) EijJ~cb',~!id .il~f2_Qi.f?_f2_oed: Reduced tariffs for e!d8rl[ (over 65) ar.d handic2212ed. 

OK S::;eciiic le;:t-te:ephor.e sc:rvics ur.~er operaticn for hearing impaired u:::Ers. including provision of different types of terminal equipment. The 
service is provid::d en a non-commeccial bas's. 
~t:C~Jcea tarifis for visu::\ly imoairsd ard blind users \'lhen using Directo~ Sr::rviccs. 

D Reducej :sliff scheme for f!der!vt...5}ls3t:led 2nd lew incor71e arouos. Ttwse -::pecial groups receive a 5 OM reducticn on rental charges and 30 units· 
free cf C:l:OIQ:3 per mcr.th. There wif! be a t~riff re-bu!;:mcing in 1SGS wt-.ich w!!! make l::rgerdiscounts. 

I There is r<c 1o·.·; csage tariff scheme and there is none foreseen. 
EL i) Dl5.2'2:S:1: Special rsdcced rarccs hove bsen intrcducsd fc..r blind subscriber:; Blind subscribers are allowed 150 units a month free of charge on 

the firo.t rn2:n teicc::tone 1ir.:; ::ut::ocr\t;cd i:1 ti'c1r name .. -\cdit1ona~ly, specia~\y des:gned public card phcn':s have been instn\led nt airports, railway' 
c;nd bus ststions 2nd hospit3!s. 
Ther'J is no soscic::l D01!cv en !cw user schemes within \~1:; ccntsxt of universal sr.::rv!ce. 

E i)_;:JdeilV 2~d h?:.diC3C~J::d: Sr:;ecin! ''sccial subsc~~~~tion" that consis~s of a 95~'~ discount en the monthly fee and a 70% discount en the initial 
connection :ee for those citizens over c4 and hanciic2psed (onlv \\he:J tnev C'J not receive a certain lever of incori1e}. 

F i) HailCicJo:.?d, e!deri·,' ancJ s,,c:?l rrcuos: Reduced t:niffs for special and social groups, such as handicapped, aged over 65 living alone or v:ith 
their partn.sr ar.d 'Jar veterans. These reductions includ::: ~ SG% reduction c,1 subscription fee, 40 units free of charge per month (domestic calls), 
.snd fre0 :;ccess to i::fcrrnation servic~s. 
ii) The !G~1.,1J'i_~_r__s_c~~'L~ o:ves 3 reduction for th,,se who use less than 26 units per month. 



Ar:rex 2; The U:;ivers;:l Je'2.:r.c~e Ser,·:ce i:1 the Eurcpe2n Ur;:::::-1 To'iay 

Country j Description of scheme I 

IRL Free rental and subsidised usage scheme prov~ded to specific us12r groups such as the deaf, the aged and the disabled. I 

i) Disabled: The deaf customers can use special text terminals (~.~inicom) to communicate with non-deaf customers. Due to the fact that this 
method is slower than normal speech, the operator has a refund scheme under which deaf customers are entitled to reclaim up to 70% of the cost 
of their calls subject to an annual maximum. Acditicm:lly, the Stale may refund the VAT element of the purchase price of the Minicom equipment 
for the deaf. 
ii) The company also provides financial 3Ssistance to o:11ei vclu:~tar; charitable groups, such as Samaritans, Irish Cancer Society, Rape Crisis 
Centre, etc. which 3llows the organisation to be contacted by csers of their services either by freephone or at a reduced rate. 
iii) Low user scheme: there is a !O'N user scheme on its 2nc:lcgue mobile service which provides service with connection charges as little as 41% of 
normal charges, rental charges as little over 103% of norms! chc:ross but which includes a credit per month on national calls. I 

iv) Aoed and disabled: The Department of Social Welfare provides state aid for the aged and disabled, i.e., free telephone rental for certain aged I 
and disabled R_eople living alone or with other excepted persons. 

I Since January 1995, there is a special scheme for low consumption users upon request (it includes a low rental fee and low tariffs for low 1 

consumption per month. i.e., up to 40 unitsimonth: 50 lira). I 

L ) P& T Luxembourg_ has noplans to intrccuce specific schemss targeted towsrds particular social groups as the basic telephone tariffs are v~ry_ low. j 
NL I There is no sfl_ecial scheme taraeted to a soecific croup of customers. I 
AUT Certain social groups, including the blind. handicacced. cens:oners low income oeoole studen~s. are exempted from paying the following fees: 1 

basic monthly connection fee and one free hour of telephone use per month. . 
p There are special tariff reductions for retirees and censioners v,rith a monthly salary less than the national minimum. The reductions are the ' 

following: a 60% reduction of subscription fees and nt least 25 units free of charge per month. I 
' 

The operators are equally obliged to concede the following facilities for oooulation with special needs: micro telephones with amplifier, a call 1 

warni~g. etc. I 

FIN l There are no special schemes regarding te\ecommun\cat\or.s charges. The state budget finances special services targeted to some special groups, 1 

which operators are not willinq to Qrovide (i.e. S_Qecial services for disabled). 
SWED There is an agreement between the State and Telia, where the latter has comrr.itted itself to provide the low consumption subscription (Telia Mini). 

The quarterly fee must net exceed 70SS of the regular quarterly fee and at le2st 10% of household customers should benefit from to this type of 
_ _ __ __:;ubscription. 

~-
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An'":eX 2: 7t".e L'r.i/e~s31 TE":er-hone Ser~'ice h the Eur:~3r. Ur.;on Today 

Ul< BT provides the following schemes: 
Soread connection fee- which divides the initial connection charge into 5 quarterly payments (plus an administration charge) 
_Derosits- in 1996 BT plans to introduce Usage Limits, whereby new customers agree a financial ceiling on call expenditure. This should largely 
eliminate the need for deposits. 
Low User Scheme - BT provides this under its licence, the guidelines for which are negotiated with the regulator. 
_f;ldcrlv and Disabled - new customers over 65 w!ll not be asked for a deposit unless they owe BT money or are bankrupt (Kingston has a similar 
policy) 
Prstecled SerJir:e Scheme - enabling elderly and disabled customers to nominate a third party to deal with bill payment. 
Free Priori!'{ Fault Reoair Service- for customers whose telephones are vital lifeline- scheme is designed to ensure priority treatment in the event 
of a fau:t. 
Visu2llv ir.1oaired and blind customers - are offered large prinUBraillef'talkir.g· bills and free Directory Enquiries (all companies offer the latter in 
crder tc meet a licence requirement). Free Directory Enquiries is offered to visually impaired customers and others who are physicaily unable to 
use t_he p1inted phone bock. 

1 Deaf users- have access to Type talk, a national telephone relay service, which BT is obliged ur.der its licence to provide and fund. A Text User's 
: Rebate is ava!!ab!e to acknowledge that ca!ls made on by text phones take longer than the voice telephony equivalent. Some cable companies 
I offer a:sabied custcmers personal visits to collect their bill oavments. 

Source: National Regulator; Au~t:orities (1995) 
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Annex 2: Questionnaire 

QUESTIONNAIRE SENT TO MEMBER STATES 

I· THE CURRENT SITUATION WITH RESPECT TO UNIVERSAL SERVICE. 

Questions concerning the general level of telephone penetration. 

1. What was the total number of business telephone lines and residential telephone 
Jines at the end of 1990 and at the end of 1994? Please give more recent figures 
if they are available? 

2. What was the ratio of residential lines to number of households at the end of 1990 
and at the end of 1994? 

3. What was the total number of public payphones at the end of 1990 and at the end 
of 1994? 

4. What was the total number of mobile cellular telephone subscribers at the end of 
1990 and at the end of 1994? Please give more recent figures if they are 
available 

Question concerning basic aspects of service quality 

. 
5. Please give details of the main indicators of telephone service quality that are 

currently published. Please give details where they are available for supply time 
for network connection, fault repair times and compensation schemes and 
proportion of public payphones in working order. 

Question concerning the basic telephone service features that are offered. 

6. Please give details of the main service features that are offered by the fixed 
telephone service operators ? Please indicate whether any of the following 
service features are commercially available or the date planned for their 
introduction : DTMF dialling, call interrupt/waiting, call forwarding or call transfer, 
voice-mail, calling-line identification. Please also specify whether customers are 
offered the possibility of per line or per call blocking of call facilities, (such as 
calling identification), or the possibility of blocking access to specific value-added 
services (such as premium-rate or "kiosk" services)? 
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Annex 2: Questionnaire 

II -THE ADJUSTMENT OF PRICING STRUCTURES, AFFORDABILITY AND SPECIAL MEASURES. 

In most Member States, tariffs structures are changing in line with the process of 
rebalancing to reflect modern cost structures, competitive pressures and to encourage 
more efficient use of telecommunications networks. 

Questions concerning major pricing adjustments, whether there is a measure of decline 
in prices overall, if price-cap schemes are being used to control pricing adjustment, the 
affordability of telephone service and whether special tariff schemes are available. 

1. What are the major tariff reforms that have been undertaken or are being 
planned? 

2. Is it possible to give a measure oft/Je average change in tariff levels since 1990? 
(Please specify in relation to connection charges, rental/fixed charges, local, long
distance and international call charges) 

3. What are the particular target levels, if any, for the adjustment of tariff structures? 

4. What price-cap schemes, if any, in operation? What are the plans, if any, to 
introduce price-cap schemes or modify existing schemes? 

5. Please give the latest information concerning specific schemes (either voluntary or 
as a result of regulation) whic/1 are being used or planned in order to provide 
service to a specific group of customers. This includes schemes targeted towards 
particular social purposes (schemes for customers with disabilities I the elderly/ 
those on low incomes, etc.), schemes to offset the adverse impact on certain 
customers of re-balanced tariffs? Additionally, what low user schemes (either 
voluntary or as a result of regulation) are available or being planned? 
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Annex 3 : List of participants 

' ANNEX 3 : LIST OF ORGANISATIONS PROVIDING WRITTEN RESPONSES TO THE 
THEME PAPER ON UNIVERSAL SERVICE 

ANGA 
Antelope Consulting 
APEC - Association of Private European Cable Operators 
ARD - Radio + TV 
ASIMILEC 
AT&T 
ATC Finland 
Austrian Ministry of economy and transport 
Belgacom 
Bell South 
British Telecom 
Bureau Europeen des Unions des Consumateurs 
Conseil National du Patronat Francais 
Compagnie General des Eaux 
COST 219 - National Research & Development Centre for Welfare & Health 
COST 219 The Mike Martin Consultancy 
CRID 
CURDS - University of Newcastle 
Dansk lndustri (DI) 
Department of Trade and Industry (UK) 
Deutsche Postgewerkschaft 
Deutsche Telekom 
Direction Generale des Pastes et Telecommunications (FR) 
ETNO 
EU Committee of the American chamber of Commerce in Belgium 
European Conference of Data Protection Commissioners 
Forschungsinstitut fOr anwendungsorientierte Wissensverarbeitung 
France Telecom 
Fundesco 
GEF - Global Electronic Finance Management 
IN ESC 
lngeneria y Gestion de Redes 
INTEL 
International Council of Aircraft Owner and Pilot Associations 
IPTT 
Kooperativa lnstitutet 
Erika Mann M.E.P. 
Mercury Communications Ltd 
MFS Communications 
Ministerie Van Verkeer en Waterstaat (NL) 
Ministry of Transport & Communications (FIN) 
Ministry of Transport & Communications (SWED) 
Omnitel Pronto ltalia 
Portugal Telecom 
PTT Force Ouvriere 
PTT Telecom 
STET 
TAG- Telecommunications Action Group 

'·· 
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Annex 3 : List of particlp~nts 

TELECEL S.A. 
Telecom Eireann 
Telefonica de Espana 
Telenor 
TELIA AB 
The Finnish Consumers Association 
Thyssen·Telecom A. G. 
The Telecommunications Managers Association 
United States Council for International Business 
Universidad de Valencia 
Universitat Potsdam 
VEBACOM 
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ANNE)(_.~,: SUMMARY OF THE MAIN ISSUES RAISED IN THE PUBLIC 
CONSULTATION ON THE UNIVERSAL SERVICE THEME PAPER 

A broad range of comments where made during the public consultation. It is 
appropriate to highlight five main issues raised: 

1. Scope of the universal telephone service 

There is recognition of a continuing improvement in the level and quality of service 
within the European Community. Few comments favoured a radical reshaping of 
the current concept of the universal telephone service, which should remoin 
narrowly defined, but open to future evolution in the light of changes in customer. 
and market demand. Nevertheless, some organisotions, particularly, user 
organisations and operators from the less favoured regions suggested that the 
current concept of univcrsol service could be more ambitious and should include 
both leased lines and ISDN. 

At the same time, there was support for measures at a European level to 
strengthen the current concept in order to overcome important gaps at present 
with regard to the scope of services within the universal telephone service and the 
need for an explicit obligation of <Jffordability. Emphasis w<Js placed on ensuring 
users hnd adequate information and control over what they spend (e.g. itemised 
billing, flexible ways of p<:Jying, such as spreading connection charges over a 
series of installments or allowing users to block calls to particui<Jr numbers). 

2. Quality of service: and compumbi!ity of service at a European love/ 

/\ pe1rticular concern resulting from tho consultation wns on t11e considerable 
V<:Jr'12.tion in the quality of service t2rgets currently este1blislwd <Jt a nation2l level, 
CJS well os national enforcement of te1rgets and the <1vailability and nature of 
compc:nsation schunes \·J:1cre t0rgcts were not met. This concern from users VJ<Js 
compounclc:ci by tile difricullic:s f<Jced by some national rcgui<Jtory authorities in 
obtnining basic indicators of t11c universal te!epl10ne service, such as tt1c number 
of households with <J t:::loplwnc, ~md by the lack of compnr::Jbility of certain of dat.:J 
between r·Jiember StGtcs. 

The situation is partly remedied by the Voice Telephony Directive, which provides 
for t11e setting and publication of national quality of service indicators. ·However, 
the consultation indicates that users see~\ more than this and that varying levels of 
service in the Member States impacts the provision of pan-European networks 
and services and, if not corrected could load to widening the gap between the 
Community's developed areas and its less favoured regions, undemining the 
objective of economic and social cohesion. 

A further concern raised by consumer organisations was also whether adequate 
sanctions exist at a national level to allow quality of service to be enforced. 

More generally such organisations mised the issue of consumer involvement at 
both a national and European level in the setting of quality of service targets and 
measures of affordability, and more generally, in decisions as to the future 
evolution of universal telephone service and of the information society. 
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Annex 4 :Summary of the m:Jin issues mised in the public consult;Jtion on the univcrs:~l service theme p;Jper 

3. Costing and funding of the universal telephone service 

The most recent consultation exercise did not invite detailed comment on the 
costing and funding of the universal telephone given their detailed discussion in 
tho context of the Infrastructure Green Paper (sec COM(95) 158). These 
principles are reflected in the proposed Interconnection Directive and the Fu!l 
Competition Directive. 

Nevertheless, where comments were made they tended to address practicnl 
issues associated with costing (for example, the calculation of the value to existing 
operators providing the universal telephone service) or with funding (trc 
requirements of n universal service fund, the feasibility of "pc:y or rlcly'' 
mechanisms). Additional guidance on these practical issues at a Europeon level 
was felt to be useful, even though U1e main regulatory principles were found in the 
proposed legislation. 

4. T<Jriff rebalancing 

There was general support for the process of tariff rebalancing to which the 
Europe<m Community is committed, with many of those comments stressin~l the 
need for completion of the process by the date set for full libemlisation. M2n~· 
pointed to the benefits which overall lower tariffs would offer many users. 

At the same time, there was recognition of the need to protect particulm groups of 
users from the effects of unconstrained rebalancing in order to ensure tl1at 
customers me not forced to leave the network because of the costs involved. 
Consumer organisations stressed in this context the role to be played both by 
price cap mechanisms and specially targeted tariff schemes. 

5. Public access to the information society 

The fundmnental importance of the information society wns widely recognised, but 
the emerging services were not conside.."ed part of the universal telept1one service 
today. At the same time, the idea of market-led "public access" (to connect 
schools, hospitals, libraries, etc.) was supported, though it was not considered 
necessary to define precise targets at this stnge. 

At tho same time, tl1ere was recognition of the need to put in place approprintc 
mechanisms to monitor the demand for, and take up of, new services at both o 
national and European level in order to keep the scope of the universwl telephone 
service under review, and in particular to measure the extent to wllich "public 
access" was being developed, particularly in the Jess fnvoured regions in the 
Union. 

Stress was also placed by consumer organisations of the importance of their voice 
being heard in this monitoring process. 
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